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Ground Shaking and Socio-Economic Impacts of Earthquakes
Stephanie Lackner
Earthquake impacts are widely studied across numerous disciplines. However, no sys-
tematic approach to quantify the “size” of an earthquake for impact research exists.
This work provides the first comprehensive discussion and empirical study on how to
measure the natural hazard of an earthquake for application in the social sciences.
A data set consisting of all relevant global ground shaking from 1973 to 2015 com-
bined with population exposure data and impact data is constructed based on 14,608
ShakeMaps. The empirical work shows that magnitude is not a good proxy for shaking
and that measures of total earthquake size based on ground motion parameters perform
better in explaining impacts than magnitude. In particular peak ground acceleration
(PGA) performs well and is applied for two separate impact analyses. First, the re-
lationship between earthquake ground shaking and public health related variables in
California is investigated. Second, the global impact of earthquake ground shaking on
long-run economic growth is studied. Furthermore, this work introduces the concept
of a shaking center as well as a shaking centroid and provides the first global statistics
on the area exposed to strong ground shaking for a given earthquake.
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Introduction
The natural hazard of earthquakes causes globally significant damages and human
casualties every year. The total impacts are expected to increase in the future due
to population growth and an increase in urbanization. [10] Numerous disciplines have
been studying the different aspects of earthquakes. Seismology is primarily focused
on the geophysical science behind them and earthquake engineering is concerned with
the most immediate connection between the physical phenomenon and society: how
ground shaking affects built structures. Both of these disciplines, numerous fields of
the social sciences as well as other disciplines (e.g. public health, economics, medicine,
psychology) have produced literature on the impacts of earthquakes. However, this
literature often suffers from an insufficient appreciation of the interdisciplinary nature
of the subject. Either the natural science of the physical phenomenon of an earthquake
is not adequately considered or the research does not hold up to standards of the social
sciences in how the social aspects are integrated. While we know that earthquakes can
cause large direct impacts in individual events, we do not have a good understanding of
the general pattern of impacts and particularly of the nature of long-term impacts. This
dissertation attempts to facilitate a social science of earthquakes, combining rigorous
social science research with a sound understanding of the relevant geophysical science
of earthquakes.
One aspect that has often been neglected in research on impacts of natural hazards,
is the spatial variation in exposure. Highly disaggregated spatial data is increasingly
available for many variables such as the intensity of a natural hazard (e.g. USGS
ShakeMaps [87]) or population data (e.g. Gridded Population of the World [18]). The
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literature, however, is still in the process of fully embracing the prospects offered by
this data. When spatially disaggregated data is used, the aggregation to the unit of
observation (e.g. local admin-region) does not usually receive a lot of attention and
is mostly restricted to either spatial averages (or totals) or indicators for whether any
treatment occurred.
The greatest weakness in the literature on earthquake impacts is the choice of the
earthquake measure, which is usually not well justified and often based on oversimplifi-
cations. This issue most likely stems from prevailing misconceptions about earthquakes
and miscommunication between disciplines. Another common issue is the lack of a clear
distinction between the natural hazard, social exposure, vulnerability, direct impacts,
resilience, and long-term impacts. When the literature refers to the “size” of an earth-
quake it does not always mean the size of the natural hazard, but is conflated with the
size of any of these other aspects of an event. This can often lead to confusion and
affect the interpretation of research results.
Structure and contribution
Chapter 1 documents the construction of a dataset of all relevant global earthquake
ground shaking from 1973 - 2015 combined with population exposure and country data
on a grid-cell level, and when available impact data on an event level. The dataset is
based on 14,608 USGS ShakeMaps and also includes some data from before 1973 and
after 2015 (in particular all ShakeMaps for January - October of 2016). This chapter
will also present the first global statistics on the area that is exposed to strong ground
motion for a given earthquake as well as introduce two definitions of an earthquake
surface location based on ground shaking data. The dataset constructed in Chapter 1
is applied in the empirical parts in the remaining chapters.
So far there has been no comprehensive discussion on the topic of earthquake mea-
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surement for application in the social sciences. Chapter 2 attempts to remedy this
lack of literature and thus provides future earthquake impact research with a refer-
ence on how to tackle the issue of quantifying the natural hazard of an earthquake.
In particular the fact that the word “earthquake” generally refers to different physical
phenomena in different disciplines is discussed and how that is partially responsible
for the common neglect of the relevance of shaking data. A new approach to compare
individual events based on shaking information is presented. The chapter will proceed
to apply the dataset constructed in Chapter 1 to show that magnitude is not a good
proxy for ground shaking. Finally, it will compare different approaches to aggregate
a shaking map for different ground motion parameters and compare their ability to
explain impacts on an event level.
Chapter 3 and 4 are two different applications of the shaking data to investigate
impacts of earthquakes. The results of chapter 2 inform the choice of the ground
motion parameter as well as the spatial aggregation approach in these chapters. In
chapter 3 the local relationship between shaking and a number of public health related
variables in California is analyzed. Chapter 4 on the other hand attempts to identify the
global causal relationship between earthquake ground shaking and long-run economic
growth. This is the first global analysis of long-run earthquake impacts that applies an
earthquake size measure based on ground shaking data.
Related Literature
This dissertation addresses an inherently interdisciplinary topic and it therefore also
relates to a number of different bodies of literature from various disciplines. First and
foremost it relates to the growing body of literature that emphasizes the importance of
applying a continuous (and spatially disaggregated) measure of the exogenous natural
hazard for disaster impact research. Hsiang and colleagues [43;42;6] have used such a
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measure for cyclones. This dissertation discusses and applies a similar approach for
earthquakes.
Second, it contributes to the very general literature [48;79;62;51;75] on earthquake im-
pacts in terms of conducting empirical impact research as well as providing guidelines
for future impact research on how to choose an adequate earthquake exposure mea-
sure. Chapter 3 in particular relates to the literature on the impact of earthquakes on
public health and behavior [83;11] and Chapter 2 to the literature on earthquake fatali-
ties [5;10;4;41].
Finally, this dissertation constitutes an extensive application of USGS ShakeMap
data and is thus connected to the “ShakeMap literature” [87;88;85;12] on creation and use
of ShakeMaps.
Some recent publications [35;54] are welcome exceptions of social science research on
earthquake impacts that do deal with the natural hazard in adequate ways. However,
while they do constitute progress in this respect, the lack of a systematic approach for
social science research on how to tackle the measurement of earthquakes remains an
issue. The different approaches of these publications still have individual weaknesses
and include imperfect formulations that might lead readers to draw wrong conclusions.
Kirchberger [54] uses USGS ShakeMap data for MMI, which unlike most MMI data
is actually based on instrumental ground motion measurements. However, she fails to
mention that also data reported by the general public via an online tool are included
in the calculation of the maps. Moreover, the discussion of the measurement of the
natural hazard includes the sentence “the Richter scale measures the magnitude of
the earthquake at its epicenter”. This sentence is problematic in several ways. First,
the term “Richter scale” does not have a perfect definition. It is commonly used for
any earthquake magnitude scale, by seismologists due to tradition (in a way to honor
Charles Richter, who formulated the first magnitude scale) and by others most likely
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because they are not aware that different magnitude scales exist and that the original
Richter magnitude [73] is only applicable for shallow earthquakes in California. Second,
the magnitude scale does not measure the size of an earthquake at its epicenter. It is
a (log) transformation of the energy released by an earthquake. While this sentence
might just not have been carefully enough formulated, it may cause problems if others
use it to inform their choice of how to approach the measurement of the natural hazard.
Gignoux and Mendenez [35] apply ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs)
to calculate a PGA level from earthquake source data at each location of interest
and then transform them to an MMI category by using a ground motion to intensity
conversion equation (GMICEs). This is in general a very reasonable approach and it
is probably the first time that social scientists applied GMPEs themselves. However,
there are several weaknesses in their methodology that are not discussed by the authors.
First, the development of GMPEs is a large and active research subject1 and choosing
an appropriate GMPE is not necessarily straightforward. Gignoux and Mendenez [35]
apply the GMPEs suggested by one particular publication [94] without providing much
information on how they chose this source. Regionalization of GMPEs is an important
issue [33], but the GMPEs that Gignoux and Mendenez [35] use for their research on
Indonesia are actually developed for Japan [94]. Furthermore, they make the assumption
that Indonesia has the same “medium” soil type and topography, when the GMPE
actually requires specifications for these parameters. Since soil types are not uniformly
distributed but clustered, this simplification could result in a problematic skewing of
the data. Their approach also completely ignores any ground motion recordings that
do exist for the events of interest, which would provide higher quality data. Finally,
the transformation to MMI is most likely unnecessary and potentially introduces noise
since the applied GMICEs were developed based on mostly US data.
1A google scholar search for the term “ground motion prediction equation” (on 4/18/17) lists
about 1150 publications since 2013.
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Chapter 4 also relates and contributes to the extensive body of literature on the
impacts of natural disasters on long-run growth [1;81;77;71;28;14;13;52]. In particular it draws
heavily on Hsiang and Jina [43] and provides a similar approach to estimating the long-
run growth impacts of earthquakes to the one they applied for cyclones.
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Chapter 1
Earthquakes on the Surface: A




For a systematic study of earthquakes and their impacts, a dataset of all relevant
global earthquakes over a sufficiently long period of time is needed. Such a dataset
needs to contain information on earthquake ground shaking, socio-economic exposure,
and impacts. The USGS has previously published an Atlas of some 5,650 ShakeMaps
ranging from 1973 - 2007 with population exposure estimates in half-intensity unit
bins. [2] This chapter documents the construction of a dataset of 14,608 ShakeMaps
for the time period of 1960 - 2016 combined with population exposure and country
data on a grid-cell level, and when available impact data on an event level. We will
also discuss how representative the sample of earthquakes in the dataset is compared
to all earthquakes in the time period by matching the ShakeMaps to two different
earthquake lists, which will allow a cross validation. An improvement to the USGS
population exposure estimation [2] approach is the use of different global population
grids from 7 separate points in time (every 5 years between 1990 and 2020) instead
of using only one reference grid from the year 2006. So far there has been no study
on the global pattern of the area that is on average exposed to strong ground motion
for a given earthquake. This chapter will therefore also utilize the dataset to evaluate
the different area sizes exposed to earthquakes to provide an overview of this variable.
Furthermore, the concept of earthquake location will be discussed and two definitions
of an earthquake location will be introduced and evaluated.
1.2 The concept of earthquake area and location
Defining the earthquake location and the area affected by an earthquake are not
straightforward concepts. The earthquake hypocenter and epicenter are the most com-
monly used and calculated points about an earthquake. However, from a social science
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a fault plane and wave intensity. The earthquake nucleates at
the hypocenter, but waves radiate out from every point of the rupture area. For this reason
as well as other factors (e.g. local site conditions and water bodies), the epicenter is not
necessarily in the center of the strong shaking area.
perspective they are not necessarily the most interesting points. In terms of the area
affected, the literature so far has mainly referred to the area exposed to certain levels
of a qualitative intensity scale for individual events.
An earthquake is caused by the rupturing of a fault segment. In Figure 1.1 a fault
plane is illustrated. The earthquake originates at the hypocenter, but waves radiate
out from the whole segment of the fault that ruptures (rupture area). As we can see
in the Figure, this results in the epicenter not being necessarily at the center of the
strong ground motion area. In the example this depends on the size of the rupture
and the dip angle of the fault. Also the surface trace of a fault can be far away from
the epicenter and some faults don’t even reach up to the surface and therefore don’t
have a surface trace. From a social science perspective the surface projection of the
rupture area could actually be considered more relevant than the epicenter - which is
the surface projection of the hypocenter - or the fault surface trace. Also numerous
other factors such as local site conditions and water bodies affect where strong ground
9
shaking occurs.
Using the epicenter as the surface location of an earthquake is not necessarily the
best approach for many applications. This is particularly an issue when the epicenter
is in water and doesn’t experience any shaking itself. In such a case it can also be far
away from the strong shaking region, and it is not straightforward to assign the event
to a country. We will here introduce two surface points other than the epicenter, which
can both be considered different definitions of the earthquake location: the shaking
centroid and the shaking center.
The shaking centroid (xSCt, ySCt) is the average location (xi, yi) of shaking si weighted
by the squared shaking for a given ground motion parameter, where only locations are










Restricting the included locations to the area with at least 50% of the maximum
shaking has two reasons. First, it helps to avoid the problem that the ShakeMap is
usually cutoff before the shaking has completely attenuated. Second, it ensures that the
shaking centroid represents a location that summarizes best the strong shaking area of
the particular event. The weaker shaking area is generally of less interest. The squares
of the ground motion parameter are also chosen to allow for a stronger weight of the
high shaking locations. Just like the epicenter, the shaking centroid could be a location
that doesn’t actually experience any shaking (when it falls in water) or only relatively
low shaking itself.
On the other hand, the shaking center is the point on the surface which experiences
the strongest shaking for a given ground motion parameter.
(xSC , ySC) = {(xi, yi) : si = smax := maxisi} (1.2)
Both points do generally not coincide with the epicenter. In particular when the
epicenter lies in water, it will definitely be distinct from the shaking center and it will
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very likely also be distinct from the shaking centroid. The problems with the definition
of the shaking center and the shaking centroid are that (i) they depend on the choice
of the ground motion parameter, and (ii) any map of a ground motion parameter - and
therefore also the shaking center and the shaking centroid - can not be as accurately
evaluated as the epicenter. Nevertheless, the shaking center and shaking centroid are
clearly locations of interest for many applications.
1.3 Data sources
USGS ShakeMap Data
USGS ShakeMaps [87] are the data source for the ground motion parameters in this
work. USGS ShakeMaps provide gridded shaking data for PGA, PGV, and USGS
Modified Mercalli Intensity (USGS-MMI). ShakeMaps are generally constructed from
empirical ground motion data. Gaps where no instrumental measurements exist are
filled by employing ground motion prediction equations and interpolation for inferred
site amplifications. [3;88] Furthermore, qualitative intensity data from the USGS “Did
you feel it” tool is converted to instrumental measures by using MMI to ground motion
relationships. [12;90] These ground motion estimates are also incorporated in the gap
filling process. [91] Conversely the MMI data is directly based on the “Did you feel it”
data and gaps are filled by converting PGA and PGV data (either true measurements or
estimates from GMPEs). [91] The ShakeMaps are automatically generated, but for some
of them - particularly large or devastating events - a manual review and adjustment
of the ShakeMap data is conducted. [88] For all peak values, the peak is evaluated as
the maximum from the two horizontal components, the vertical component is neglected
since it is usually smaller and some of the GMPEs employed are only specified for
the horizontal peak. [88] A minimum requirement of the USGS to produce a ShakeMap
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for an event is either a moment magnitude of 5.5 or greater (4.5 in stable continental
regions) and approximately 3,000 people being exposed to MMI of level VI or greater,
or if human casualties are reported. [2] For this work we will use USGS ShakeMap data
on PGA, PGV, and USGS-MMI. Also peak spectral acceleration at the periods 0.3s,
1s and 3s are provided by the USGS for certain events. Generally, response spectra
have been argued to be more appropriate measures than PGA or PGV [47], however, not
enough data is available to conduct a comprehensive analysis based on those measures.
ShakeMaps have been produced automatically since 1999. However, the USGS has
created an Atlas of ShakeMaps [3;2] for events that fulfill the creation criteria from 1973
onwards, and also ShakeMaps for some events before 1973 have been produced.
USGS ShakeMaps are unique in providing actual earthquake shaking data for a large
number of events on a global scale and for several decades. For this work all online
available USGS ShakeMaps were collected in December 2016 and combined to one
ShakeMap dataset. Except for one event in 1923, ShakeMaps generally exist starting
from 1960, and they are systematically available from 1973 onwards.
ANSS Comprehensive Earthquake Catalog
Since not every earthquake has a ShakeMap, we also need a reference dataset of all
(or at least almost all) earthquakes since 1960. For this purpose we will use the ANSS
Comprehensive Earthquake Catalog (ComCat) [25]. ComCat is a catalog of earthquakes
form different sources combined by the USGS. It provides a range of data for individual
earthquake events, including epicenter location (latitude and longitude), timing (down
to the second or even a fraction of a second), magnitude, focal depth, etc. The different
data sources all cover different ranges of years, magnitudes, or regions in their respective
catalogs. For each event in ComCat the USGS provides an ID variable for the data
contributor which they consider the preferred source of data for this event.
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For this work we use the list of all events with magnitude 4.5 or higher that occurred
between January 1960 and October 2016. Additionally we add events below magnitude
4.5 during that time period if they do have a ShakeMap according to ComCat. This re-
sults in a list of 225,429 earthquakes. The data was downloaded in March 2017 with the
ComCat online access tool (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/). The
threshold of 4.5 is chosen since earthquakes outside the US below this magnitude “can
be difficult for the USGS to locate”1 and therefore are not as systematically documented
in ComCat. We thus have a reliable but not entirely complete list of global earthquakes
of magnitude 4.5 and higher for the chosen years. Since some of the earthquake data
sources in ComCat only provide data starting from certain years, the data is more
complete for more recent years. As our analysis will show, particularly for the time
period 1960 - 1972, the ComCat list can not be considered complete.
A more likely problem than the lack of events in the list, are possible duplicate events
in the list. Earthquakes often occur in clusters. A big event might have foreshocks or
aftershocks. Sometimes two different earthquakes occur at very close proximity and less
than a minute apart. However, a close investigation of the ComCat list reveals that
some of those particularly similar events in terms of timing, location and magnitude,
might actually not be separate events, but the same event with slight differences in
the estimated source parameters from different data contributors. We will exclude 33
events from the gcmt network for which another event within 1.5 seconds at a distance
of under 3 degrees exists, since those events seem to be duplicates. Furthermore, we will
also exclude 6 events that don’t fulfill these criteria, but have been manually identified
as most likely duplicates2. There are, however, most likely more duplicate events as
our analysis will show. We now have a list of 225,390 events which can be uniquely
1https://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/comcat/data-availability.php, accessed: 3/14/17
2Those events have the following IDs: “gcmtc021694d”, “nc72307731”, “ci9966449”,
“gcmtb041799a”, “at00o7cs70”, and “nc21207275”
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identified by the combination of the following parameters (rounded to specific accuracies
in parentheses): timing (to the minute), magnitude (.1), longitude (1), latitude (.25),
and depth (25).
NGDC Significant Earthquakes Database
We will use the NGDC Significant Earthquake Database [68] as data source to assign
impacts to the ShakeMap events. The Database provides a list of “significant” earth-
quakes, which have to meet at least one of the following criteria: (i) fatalities are
reported, (ii) it caused damage of approximately $1 million or more, (iii) it had a mag-
nitude of 7.5 or higher, (iv) it had a Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) of X or higher,
or (v) the earthquake generated a tsunami. For each event information about source
parameters as well as earthquake impacts are provided. This source of earthquake
impacts has the advantage that impact estimates are provided separately for shaking
related impacts and secondary earthquake impacts (such as tsunamis or landslides).
For the scope of this work, we are only interested in the impacts of the natural hazard
of ground shaking, which makes the dataset better suited than other impact datasets.
For the time period January 1960 - October 2016 the database provides a list of 2,130
significant earthquakes.
CIESIN Gridded Population of the World
Another main data source is the Gridded Population of the World data product, which
is here used as the source for population, land area, and country identifier data. The
version 4 of the dataset (GPWv4) [18] provides global population data gridded on a 1/120
of a degree resolution for the years 2000, 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020. The previous
version 3 (GPWv3) [19] additionally provides population grids at a resolution of 1/24 of
a degree for the years 1990, 1995, and 2000. The data is based on admin-region census
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data which is transformed into a grid at the respective resolution by applying an area-
weighting method. The GPWv4 data product additionally provides grids at the same
1/120 resolution with national identifiers [17] and the land area in km2 contained by
each grid cell [16]. The area of the different grid cells varies for two reasons. First, the
grid is defined according to a fraction of latitude and longitude degrees, and the area
size of a one-by-one degree cells decreases significantly from the equator to the poles.
Second, water bodies (oceans, lakes, and rivers) in grid cells reduce the land area that
is contained by that grid cell. Using the GPW data has the advantage, that the data
is consistent across the different variables of population, country, and land cover.
World Bank Indicator
The World Bank Gross National Income indicator NY.GNP.PCAP.CD (GNI per capita,
Atlas method current US$) [82] from 2015 is used to assign an income category to each
country. For countries with a missing value for the year 2015, the most recent available
data point of the indicator is used. The income categories follow the World Bank
definitions of income groups [92]. Countries with a GNI per capita below $1,026 are
categorized as low-income economies. Between $1,026 and $4,035 they are defined
as lower middle-income economies, and between $4,036 and $12,475 as upper middle-
income economies. High-income economies are defined as those countries which have a
GNI per capita above $12,476. Additionally we add the category of very-high-income
economies with a GNI per capita above $30,000. While the World Bank and the GPW
definitions of countries are generally consistent, the GPW definitions provide in some
cases more detailed definitions. The following is a list of countries that are in the GPW
definitions, but are not separate countries according to the World Bank: Anguilla,
Cook Islands, Falkland Islands (Malvinas), French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Martinique,
Mayotte, Montserrat, Niue, Norfolk Island, Pitcairn, Runion, Saint Helena, Saint Pierre
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and Miquelon, Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands, Tokelau, Holy See, Wallis and Futuna
Islands, land Islands, Saint-Barthelemy, Bonaire Saint, and Eustatius and Saba. Most
of them are small island states that are included in the World Bank indicator of some
other (significantly larger) country.
1.4 Dataset construction
Combining three earthquake datasets
The first step is to combine the ComCat earthquake list with the ShakeMap dataset.
Unfortunately, the ComCat list and the ShakeMap data are often updated separately
from each other and earthquake source parameters (e.g. magnitude, timing, location)
can therefore differ between a ComCat event and the ShakeMap for the same event.
Also the earthquake “ID” does not always agree between the ShakeMap and the cor-
responding ComCat event. The differences in source parameters either stem from the
data providing network updating the parameters or from different networks being cho-
sen for the ShakeMap and the ComCat with slightly deviating parameters. Sometimes
also the magnitude type might be different, resulting in different magnitude values.
When possible we match events from the datasets by timing (to the minute), magni-
tude (rounded to .1), longitude (rounded to 1), latitude (rounded to .25), and depth
(rounded to 25). Such a match is possible for 7,882 ShakeMaps.
For the remaining ShakeMaps we match them to the remaining ComCat events (i)
if they are at most 60 seconds apart, at a (euclidean) distance of at most 2 degrees,
and have a difference in magnitude of at most 2.2 (0.7 if the ShakeMap magnitude is
below 5.5), or (ii) if they occur within 2 seconds and at a distance of at most 2 degrees.
If several events fulfill these criteria, the event with the least time difference and the
event with the least spatial difference are identified, and if they are the same event
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it is assigned to the ShakeMap. Otherwise the event with the least time difference is
chosen if that time difference is at most one fifth of the next closest event (in terms
of timing). If that again is not the case, the spatially closest event is chosen, given
that it has a spatial distance of at most 1 degree. For all so far unmatched events of
relevance (high magnitude of the ShakeMap or ComCat event, or ComCat indicates
that a ShakeMap should exist for an event) a manual check and potential assignment
is done. For 20 events a manual assignment was necessary to match the right ComCat
event and ShakeMap.
This process finally results in a total of 14,592 ComCat events with ShakeMap.
According to ComCat only 5,310 events are supposed to have a ShakeMap. We were,
however, able to find significantly more than that on the USGS website. Nevertheless
there are 127 events which are supposed to have a ShakeMap, but we do not have one
in our dataset most of them because they were produced after December 2016 when the
ShakeMaps were downloaded and some also because the ShakeMap files were corrupted.
The magnitude of 67 of those events is below 4.5 and for only three of the 127 events is
the magnitude higher than 5.5. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the exclusion
of these 127 ShakeMaps will not effect the results in a significant way.
The second step is assigning each event form the significant earthquakes list to a
ComCat event. Again, the source parameters show slight deviations and a similar
approach as matching ShakeMaps with ComCat events can be utilized. For each signif-
icant earthquake event we match it to a ComCat event if they are at most 90 seconds
apart, at a distance of at most 5 degrees, and have a difference in magnitude under
or equal to 2. If more than one ComCat event fulfills these criteria the event with
the smallest time difference and spatial distance is chosen (they always agree for this
dataset). However, for some events the significant earthquake list has missing timing
data (second, minute, or hour). For those events, the timing has to be within the
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same day and the spatial difference can not be more than 2.5 degrees. Additionally, 14
events were matched manually. Unfortunately some events seem to have typos in the
significant earthquake list (e.g. a drop in the leading 100 of a longitude location). Some
typos are identified manually and they are part of the 14 manual matches, but there
are potentially more typos or just deviations in the data in terms of the timing. For
all unmatched events with no ComCat event within 90 seconds, we therefore identify
matches if they are within 24 hours, at a distance of at most 0.2 degrees and have a
magnitude that deviates by at most 0.2.
All but 152 of the 2,130 significant earthquakes can finally be matched with ComCat
events. For an additional 16 events of the significant earthquake list that are not in the
ComCat list we were able to match them with yet unmatched ShakeMaps. We don’t
expect that excluding the remaining 136 events will bias the data in a problematic way.
First, most of those events have relatively low magnitudes and are therefore not in the
ComCat list. Of the remaining 136 events, 114 have a magnitude below 5.5. Second,
86 of the 136 earthquakes stem from the period 1960 - 1972. This is a sign that the
ComCat list for that period is not as complete as for later periods, which we already
expect from the data availability of the ComCat data sources. Finally, considering the
impact of fatalities, 91 of the 136 events caused at least one death, but the average
among those is only 11, with a maximum of 80. After 1972, the largest number of
fatalities among these events is 14.
For the time period of January 1960 - October 2016 we have 14,608 ShakeMaps that
are either matched to a ComCat event (13,061), or a significant earthquake list event
(16), or both (1,531). For those events we will use the source parameters from the
ShakeMap and disregard the potentially deviating ComCat and significant earthquake
list parameters. If no ShakeMap exists, the ComCat source parameters will supersede
the significant earthquake list parameters in the dataset.
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Combining ShakeMap and exposure data
To combine the ShakeMap data with the GPW data, we need to adjust the resolution
of some events. Each ShakeMap has a different resolution between 1/12 and 1/360 of
a degree. However, only ShakeMaps in North America have a higher resolution than
1/120. Since that is the GPW resolution we rescale ShakeMaps with a higher resolution
down to 1/120.
First, the GPW land area data is used to assign the area size in km2 to each grid cell
for every ShakeMap. The ShakeMaps are then restricted to only those grid cells that
are at least partially covered by land, since this work is only concerned with shaking
that occurs on land surface. Moreover, the creation of the ShakeMap product by the
USGS is only made for the use of land surface shaking.
Second, the country that each ShakeMap grid cell falls into is determined from the
GPW country identifier data. The country identifiers are also matched with World
Bank GNI indicator to assign an income category to each country.
To combine the GPW population data with the ShakeMap data we first need to
estimate similar population grids for the years before 1990 and in-between the provided
years. For this purpose, we transform the GPW3 data to the similar 1/120 resolution
as the GPWv4 data by applying an area-weighting approach consistent with the GPW
methodology. For the estimation of the population grids for the years in-between the
provided data points, we assume exponential population growth, which is also consistent
with the GPW assumptions. The population Pi,y+n in grid cell i of year y + n
3 is
calculated with the following equation.
Pi,y+n = Pi,ye







If the population in a grid cell decreases to zero or becomes populated from previously
3y is one of the provided years and 1 ≥ n ≥ 4. Except for the calculation of the years before 1990,
then n can be smaller than zero.
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being zero, we will calculate the growth rate ry such that it assumes a population of 0.1
instead of zero. For the years before 1990 the reference data is the GPWv3 1990 data
at the 1/120 resolution. The growth rate r is based on the growth between 1990 and
2000. If the grid cell experienced an overall negative growth from 1990 to 2000, r is set
to be zero and hence population is held constant before 1990 in that grid cell. With
this additional data, the estimated population in each grid cell for every ShakeMap can
be determined.
Calculating shaking and exposure variables
We have created a dataset of 14,608 individual earthquakes, which combines maps for
shaking on land, land area, country, and population, as well as income categories for
the countries. For all individual earthquakes we calculate the following variables with
respect to PGA, PGV, and USGS-MMI:
• Location of the shaking center, and shaking centroid
• Shaking value at the epicenter, shaking center, and shaking centroid
• Country of the epicenter, shaking center, and shaking centroid
• Local time of day4 when the event occurred at the three locations
• Spatial maximum of shaking
• Spatial mean of shaking in the strongest area of various sizes (2-10,000km2)
• Population in the strongest area of various sizes (2-10,000km2)
• Area exposed to shaking above a threshold (for a range of thresholds), and the
population in that area
• Area exposed to a certain percentage (90%, 50%, 25%, and 10%) of the maximum
shaking and the population in that area
4We defined the time of day at a location only by considering longitude of a location. Timezones
are not taken into account.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of magnitude and maximum shaking values for all 14,608 ShakeMaps
in the dataset.
Table 1.1: Number of ShakeMaps in the dataset by rounded magnitude and maximum PGA
level in categories of 10%g.
max Magnitude (rounded)
PGA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
0 0 0 1 6 67 762 44 5 0 0 885
0-10 2 3 472 1116 1263 2786 251 18 0 0 5911
10-20 0 0 31 211 853 3020 346 15 0 0 4476
20-30 0 0 20 146 330 1162 307 20 1 0 1986
30-40 0 0 13 98 60 260 274 37 0 0 742
40-50 0 0 1 44 19 65 89 26 0 0 244
50-60 0 0 2 36 4 23 45 10 0 0 120
60-70 0 0 0 18 6 22 33 5 2 0 86
70-80 0 0 0 0 5 8 26 8 1 0 48
80-90 0 0 0 0 0 15 12 3 1 0 31
90-100 0 0 0 0 1 5 13 1 0 0 20
100-110 0 0 0 0 0 5 7 0 0 0 12
110-120 0 0 0 0 0 4 7 2 0 0 13
120-130 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 4 0 0 12
130-140 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 1 0 0 7
140-150 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2
150-160 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 4
170-180 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2
190-200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
210-220 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 3
220-230 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
230-240 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
260-270 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Total 2 3 540 1675 2608 8141 1472 160 6 1 14608
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Figure 1.2 shows histograms for the magnitude and maximum shaking values of all
the earthquakes in the dataset. We can see the magnitude distribution of earthquakes
with magnitude above 5.5 that we would expect for a comprehensive sample of earth-
quakes. For lower magnitude events ShakeMaps are not consistently produced and we
therefore have a less consistent magnitude distribution in that range. Table 1.1 provides
an overview of the number of events by rounded magnitude and maximum PGA level
in categories of 10%g.
1.5 The representativeness of the ShakeMap
dataset
The combination of the three earthquake data sources can help to identify how repre-
sentative the aggregated ShakeMap dataset is for all global earthquake ground shaking.
The first concern is whether “big” events - either in terms of shaking or impacts - might
not be in the dataset. The ShakeMap creation criteria are supposed to ensure that this
doesn’t happen. However the significant earthquake list provides us with a tool to
test this. We would generally expect that a “significant” earthquake should have a
ShakeMap. Indeed, 1,547 significant earthquakes in our combined dataset do have a
ShakeMap. We already discussed the 136 cases of significant earthquake events that
could not be matched to either a ComCat event or a ShakeMap. Those events are ei-
ther relatively small, or they are from the time period 1960 - 1972, suggesting that the
ComCat event list is not complete for that time period. Of the 447 significant earth-
quake list events which have been matched to a ComCat event without a ShakeMap,
99 caused at least one fatality. This is a concern, since events with fatalities should
usually have a ShakeMap. However, 84 of those events are from the time period 1960 -
1972. This is not unexpected, since ShakeMaps are not systematically produced before
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Figure 1.3: Number of earthquakes per year above magnitude threshold. Before 1973
ComCat has a significant number of missing events, particularly for events with magnitude¡5.5.
Between 1960 and 1970 ShakeMaps only exist for individual events with (high) fatalities.
Starting 1973 ShakeMaps are produced systematically, and from 2007 onwards almost all
events have a ShakeMap.
1973. The remaining 15 events after 1972 with fatalities but no ShakeMap have on
average 3 fatalities and a maximum of 11. We can therefore expect that these events
are sufficiently small to not miss a major impact event. Of the entire 447 events, 207
are from 1960 - 1972 and they cause therefore no additional concern beyond the already
known unreliability of that time period. For the remaining 240 events, only 73 have
a magnitude of 5.5 or higher. Many of these higher magnitude events are in remote
locations such as Antarctica or Alaska, or occurred far offshore and did not cause a lot
of shaking. We have overall 9,780 ShakeMaps with magnitude 5.5 or greater. The 73
missing events therefore imply an error rate of 0.7% which is in an acceptable range.
Nevertheless, we can assume that the missing events would have on average lower shak-
ing and impacts than the included events, since such events are more likely to get
attention and therefore have a ShakeMap produced.
Another question is whether the ShakeMap coverage is comparable across years.
To answer this question we first need to consider the reference data. As we already
discussed before, the ComCat list is most likely not as complete for the time period
1960 - 1972, as for the years after that. In Figure 1.3 we can see that the total number of
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events for “all earthquakes” (ShakeMap events plus ComCat events without ShakeMap)
seemingly increases over time. However, this should in theory not be the case. The
number of earthquakes per year should be more or less constant over years. Part of the
variation is natural noise, but a lot of the increase can probably be explained by missing
events for the time period 1960 - 1972. This becomes particularly apparent when events
below magnitude 5.5 are considered. Another possible reason for the increase is that
duplicates in the ComCat database are more likely for the time periods with more
data contributing networks. Since additional networks were added over the years, the
number of duplicate events might also increase with years. In particular the year 2011
looks suspiciously like it might hold a large number of duplicate events. Not only
because the number of events is exceptionally large, but also because the number of
events with magnitude 5.5 and without ShakeMap is surprisingly high for such a recent
year. This needs to be kept in mind when comparing the number of ShakeMap events
with the number of all events in Figure 1.3. Nevertheless, we can clearly see that from
1960 to 1970 ShakeMaps only exist for very few selected events which all have fatalities.
Starting in 1970 ShakeMaps generally exist and are systematically produced from 1973
onwards. In 2006/2007 the share of events with ShakeMaps drastically increases.
The ShakeMap data is increasingly complete in more recent years and it is partic-
ularly incomplete before 1973 (and even more so before 1970). The extra ShakeMaps
in more recent years, however, come from more and more weaker events receiving a
ShakeMap. We can also confirm this with the distribution of magnitude for events
with and without ShakeMap in Figure 1.4. With increasing magnitude also the share
of ShakeMaps increases. Most high magnitude events do have a ShakeMap and the
lower magnitude (but above 5.5) events without ShakeMap are on average older events
than those with ShakeMap. This Figure also confirms that “big” events do generally
have a ShakeMap and we are not missing a significant number of high magnitude events
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Figure 1.4: The distribution of magnitude for events from 1/1973 to 10/2016. ShakeMaps
are systematically produced for all events with magnitude 5.5 or greater and the share of
events with ShakeMap increases with magnitude.
Figure 1.5: Epicenter locations of all earthquakes (ComCat) with magnitude 4.5 or higher
between 1/1960 and 10/2016. The map shows the number of earthquakes in the dataset which
have their epicenter in the corresponding 2.5x2.5 degree grid cell.
in the ShakeMap dataset.
A bigger concern is whether the ShakeMaps have a geographic bias. Since the
USGS is a North American institution, we expect that ShakeMaps for low magnitude
earthquakes in North America are more likely produced than for such events from
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Figure 1.6: Epicenter locations of the sample of 14,608 earthquakes in the dataset with
ShakeMaps. The map shows the number of earthquakes in the dataset which have their
epicenter in the corresponding 2.5x2.5 degree grid cell. The earthquakes occurred in 150
different countries.
different regions of the world. Figure 1.5 provides an overview of the global distribution
of all earthquakes from the ComCat list. This illustrates general patterns of seismic
activity and is not specific to the time and/or magnitude range. A geographically
unbiased dataset, should show a similar spatial distribution. Figure 1.6 shows the
global distribution of all ShakeMaps, including those with a magnitude below 4.5. We
can see that there is indeed a bias towards more North American events, in particular
along the US West Coast.
Figure 1.7 helps us to investigate the North America bias further. We can loosely
define an event to be in North America, if its epicenter has a latitude between -170
and -60, and a longitude between 25 and 70. We can then see that for all events since
1973, almost all ShakeMaps with magnitude under 4 are from North America and there
is a strong bias towards North American events until about magnitude 4.5. Between
magnitude 4.5 and 5.5 still relatively more North American ShakeMaps are available,
but the bias is in a reasonable range. For events with magnitude greater than 5.5 no
apparent North American bias exists. The left panel in Figure 1.7 has some outliers
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Figure 1.7: The share of events with ShakeMap, and the share of North American
ShakeMaps by magnitude since 1973. Below magnitude 5.5 ShakeMaps for North American
events are more commonly produced, and below magnitude 4.5 they are almost exclusively
produced for North American events.
with a much lower than expected ratio of high magnitude events having a ShakeMap.
The most pronounced outliers are even for the share of North American events being
low for some relatively high magnitude values. It is unlikely that there are actually
that many high magnitude events (particularly in North America) without ShakeMap
and we are most likely seeing the effect of duplicates in the ComCat list artificially
increasing the denominator.
It is advised to restrict the dataset to ShakeMaps with magnitude above 4.5 or even
5.5 for many applications to avoid the North America bias. Events with a magnitude
under 5.5 can still occasionally cause severe impacts. We therefore don’t want to
exclude all of them, particularly since the events often have a ShakeMap if they did
indeed cause significant impacts. Nevertheless, it is important to be aware that the
sample is geographically biased for earthquakes below the magnitude threshold of 5.5.
If we only consider ShakeMaps from events with a magnitude of 4.5 or higher our
sample size will be 12,388. The distributions of magnitude and maximum shaking in
this sample is illustrated in Figure 1.9 and the spatial distribution of those earthquakes
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Figure 1.8: Epicenter locations of the sample of 12,388 earthquakes in the dataset with
ShakeMaps and magnitude≥4.5. The map shows the number of earthquakes in the dataset
which have their epicenter in the corresponding 2.5x2.5 degree grid cell.
Figure 1.9: Overview of the data for the 12,388 ShakeMaps from earthquakes with magni-
tude ≥ 4.5.
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Figure 1.10: Attenuation across the world illustrated by average strong ground motion area.
This map shows the average area that is exposed to at least 90% of the maximum PGA for an
earthquake with the epicenter at that location. For each 2.5x2.5 degree grid cell the average
area is calculated for all earthquakes of the 12,388 ShakeMaps with magnitude 4.5 or greater,
which have their epicenter in that grid cell.
in terms of their epicenter is depicted in Figure 1.8. We can see a clear reduction of
events in North America.
1.6 Earthquake area
The size of the area that experiences strong ground motion from an earthquake is
strongly dependent on the regional geology. Figure 1.10 illustrates how different across
the world the average size of the area can be, that is exposed to at least 90% of the
maximum PGA.5 For example earthquakes along the west coast of South America can
generally be felt at far wider distances from the epicenter than earthquakes on the west
coast of North America. The same figure with a threshold of 50% of the maximum
PGA (see Figure 1.15 in Section 1.9) shows a similar pattern. The west coast of South
America in Figure 1.10 also illustrates how earthquakes close to the coast are spatially
smaller, since the ocean restricts the shaking pattern to one side. Water bodies are
5For reference of how many earthquakes are used in each grid cell to calculate the average see
Figure 1.8.
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Figure 1.11: Earthquake area vs. magnitude and maximum PGA. The four panels in this
figure show scatter plots (with density illustrated by color) to illustrate the relationships
between these measures. Only earthquakes with magnitude of at least 4.5 and maximum
PGA of at least 10%g are included.
crucial in defining the area that can experience ground motion, and therefore also for
the area exposed to strong ground motion.
Magnitude clearly affects the area exposed to a particular shaking threshold, but
as Figure 1.11 shows other factors (most notably geology and water bodies) create
significant noise in this relationship. A more detailed summary of average shaking
areas can be found in Tables 1.2, 1.3, and 1.6. The tables provide the average area
exposed to 90% of the maximum PGA, average area exposed to at least 10%g PGA,
and average area exposed to at least 50%g PGA, all separately by magnitude and
maximum PGA level.6 The number of earthquakes in each category that is used to
calculate the average can be found in Table 1.1.
While an increase of the area above a fixed PGA threshold with increasing magni-
tude is intuitive, Table 1.2 suggests that also the area exposed to a fixed percentage of
6Table 1.5 in Section 1.9 additionally provides the average area exposed to at least 50% of the
maximum PGA.
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Table 1.2: Average area in km2 exposed to at least 90% of the maximum PGA, by magnitude
and maximum PGA level for 14,608 ShakeMaps.
max Magnitude (rounded)
PGA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
0-10 5 2 16 16 149 387 681 2506 255
10-20 9 11 63 86 207 73 87
20-30 12 15 30 69 270 237 3 91
30-40 11 12 33 104 456 745 246
40-50 3 11 28 62 305 541 190
50-60 4 14 42 64 126 113 75
60-70 22 32 49 174 844 562 148
70-80 34 43 158 254 470 148
80-90 43 126 108 490 96
90-100 22 48 145 74 111
100-110 34 123 85
110-120 39 44 107 52
120-130 92 416 200
130-140 69 21 290 73
140-150 21 21
150-160 20 129 429 177
170-180 62 118 90
190-200 14 14




Total 5 2 15 15 100 197 349 666 362 2 171
the maximum PGA increases with magnitude. A similar relationship does not seem to
hold for maximum PGA and area. This can be interpreted as the size of the area ex-
posed to a certain percentage of the maximum PGA being independent of the maximum
PGA, but dependent on magnitude. Earthquake magnitude therefore contains more
information about the spatial extent of an earthquake than the maximum PGA. The
relationship between magnitude and the area exposed to at least 90% of the maximum
PGA could potentially affect the global pattern of attenuation illustrated in Figure
1.10. However, the same figure only for earthquakes with magnitude between 5.5 and
6.5 (see Figure 1.14 in section 1.9) confirms the overall pattern.
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Table 1.3: Average area in km2 exposed to at least 10%g PGA, by magnitude and maximum
PGA level for 14,608 ShakeMaps.
max Magnitude (rounded)
PGA 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
10-20 77 63 261 682 2711 1129 727
20-30 279 361 548 1739 7888 15471 1466 2514
30-40 354 491 964 2777 10265 22434 6031
40-50 406 595 1308 3113 10618 21091 7161
50-60 400 624 2055 3377 7925 23549 5844
60-70 832 2262 3915 8835 62853 112193 10987
70-80 2291 5889 14955 43788 138380 19501
80-90 3535 11232 38655 116950 13572
90-100 1919 6896 13365 38953 12455
100-110 5532 20014 13980
110-120 4560 19189 11021 13431
120-130 34314 46859 38496
130-140 15410 24540 24552 21933
140-150 14372 14372
150-160 1336 51972 173988 69817
170-180 9082 119882 64482
190-200 16915 16915




Total 205 322 408 1174 7894 24965 91515 114562 2493
1.7 Earthquake location
We have calculated the shaking center and shaking centroid with respect to PGA,
PGV, and USGS-MMI for all ShakeMaps. An example for a ShakeMap of PGA and the
different locations is given in Figure 1.12. The calculation of the shaking center provides
a challenge if the ShakeMap has more than one location that share this maximum
value. In the sample of 11,510 ShakeMaps with positive shaking and magnitude 4.5
or higher, for example 10,401 have a unique maximum PGA location, 656 events have
two grid cells with the maximum PGA, and 453 ShakeMaps have more than two grid
cells sharing the maximum PGA. For the earthquakes with more than one grid cell as
potential shaking center, it is necessary to define a consistent way to pick one of them
as the shaking center. Our approach to tackle this problem is to incrementally add
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Figure 1.12: An example of a map of peak ground acceleration based on USGS ShakeMap
data. The figure also shows the locations of the epicenter, the shaking center and the shaking
centroid. The shaking center in this example is 35 km away from the epicenter. The distance
between the shaking centroid and the epicenter is even 53km.
the surrounding cells of the cell and calculate the average shaking value in that square.
We then only keep those shaking center candidates that reach the highest value for
that measure, until only one location remains. This way we choose that location with
the maximum shaking, that has the strongest shaking in the area surrounding it, as
the shaking center. This procedure reaches in only 47 cases with PGA as the ground
motion parameter the edge of the ShakeMap. We then assume that the average shaking
outside of the ShakeMap is the same as the average shaking of the added cells that are
still in the ShakeMap at the same distance to the potential shaking center. However,
for 24 of the 47 events still no unique shaking center can be found, since they occurred
in small island regions and only caused shaking in very small areas (those events have
on average only 17km2 exposed to any shaking). For those events a random candidate
location experiencing maximum shaking is chosen as the shaking center.
In Table 1.4 we compare the locations of epicenter, shaking center and shaking cen-
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Table 1.4: Distances in km between the epicenter (EC), shaking center (SC), and shaking
centroid (SCt), by whether the epicenter is in water or on land for all events with shaking and
magnitude≥4.5. The shaking center and shaking centroid in this table are based on PGA.
EC to SC EC to SCt SC to SCt
Epicenter Mean StD Max Mean StD Max Mean StD Max
On land (46%) 7 13 362 5 10 313 7 13 355
In water (54%) 53 53 1022 59 54 682 25 33 445
Total (100%) 32 46 1022 35 48 682 16 28 445
troid for the ground motion intensity measure of PGA. About 57% of all earthquakes7
have their epicenter fall in water. Some of those events don’t even cause any shaking.
Among the events that do cause shaking8 about 54% have their epicenter in water. For
the 46% of those earthquakes, which have their epicenter on land, the average distance
between the epicenter and the shaking center is 7km. This distance increases to 53km
when the epicenter is in water. Figure 1.13 compares the epicenter to the shaking cen-
ter in more detail. The left panel illustrates the distribution of the distances between
epicenters and shaking centers separately for earthquakes with epicenter on land and
in water. The two histograms suggest a similar distribution, but with a right shift for
events with epicenter in water. The right panel provides an overview of the relative
difference in PGA at the epicenter compared to the shaking center for events with their
epicenter on land. In only about 9% of earthquakes does the epicenter coincide with
the shaking center.
It is worth noting that just as the location of an earthquake, also the country of
an earthquake is somewhat ambiguous. Since earthquakes do not conform to political
borders, they can affect several countries in one event. If an individual event needs to
be assigned to a single country, one needs to decide on what location this assignment
should be based. The epicenter is often used to assign a country to an event. However,
7Based on 12,388 Shakemaps with magnitude 4.5 or higher.
811,510 events.
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Figure 1.13: Comparing the epicenter (EC) and the shaking center (SC) in terms of distance
and PGA for all 11,510 earthquakes with shaking and magnitude 4.5 or higher. The PGA at
the epicenter is on average 13% weaker than at the shaking center, given that the epicenter
is on land and does experience any shaking (5,285 events).
with more than 50% of earthquakes having their epicenter in water, this has a high rate
of “unassigned” events. A similar (but less common) problem can happen with the use
of the shaking centroid. Only the shaking center is always on land and can therefore
consistently provide a country assignment. Nevertheless, even when all three locations
fall on land they don’t have to be in the same country. For 98 of the 11,510 earthquakes
with shaking and magnitude 4.5 or higher, at least two of the three locations - with
shaking center and shaking centroid based on PGA - are in different countries.9
1.8 Conclusions
We have constructed a dataset of 14,608 individual earthquakes, which combines maps
for shaking on land, land area, country, and population, as well as event level impact
data, country income levels, and a number of variables summarizing shaking and popu-
lation exposure on the event level. The dataset can be considered to contain all relevant
global earthquake ground shaking from 1/1973 to 10/2016, and also a reasonable sam-
9A list of those earthquakes is provided in Table 1.7 in Section 1.9.
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ple from 1970 - 1972 as well as shaking from individual devastating events from 1960 -
1969. However, the sample is more complete in later years, in such as it contains more
weaker events. For many analyses with the data it is therefore crucial to consider how
the increased number of smaller events in later years needs to be controlled for. For
smaller events the dataset has a bias towards North American events, which can be
avoided by restricting the sample to only events with a magnitude of 5.5 or greater.
However, reducing this threshold to 4.5 should generally be sufficient. We have also
introduced the concept of a shaking center and a shaking centroid, which can often be
better location definitions for an earthquake than the epicenter. The shaking center is
particular useful to assign a country to an event, since it is always on land. The shaking
centroid, on the other hand is generally the best representation of the overall location
of shaking. It is the most reasonable choice for the assignment of an event to a general
region or to use as the location in spatial regression models or other statistical tools.
Finally, this work provides the first summary of global earthquake area size.
1.9 Supplementary figures and tables
Figure 1.14: Attenuation across the world illustrated by average strong ground motion area
for earthquakes with magnitude between 5.5 and 6.5. This map shows the average area that
is exposed to at least 90% of the maximum PGA for an earthquake with its epicenter at that
location.
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Figure 1.15: Attenuation across the world illustrated by average strong ground motion area.
This map shows the average area that is exposed to at least 50% of the maximum PGA for an
earthquake with its epicenter at that location. For each 2.5x2.5 degree grid cell the average
area is calculated for all earthquakes of the 12,388 ShakeMaps with magnitude 4.5 or greater,
which have their epicenter in that grid cell.
Table 1.5: Average area in km2 exposed to at least 50% of the maximum PGA, by magnitude
and maximum PGA.
max Magnitude (rounded)
PGA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
0-10 22 110 263 496 2584 6496 9636 55247 4306
10-20 147 183 809 2032 5466 2815 1967
20-30 184 237 375 1174 5505 10199 860 1722
30-40 148 180 347 1098 5021 9966 2791
40-50 85 128 291 772 3436 8741 2436
50-60 60 101 412 610 1417 3589 992
60-70 119 324 511 1413 12160 30363 2134
70-80 310 549 1946 5475 33976 2798
80-90 418 1463 3823 8936 1427
90-100 169 550 1464 3705 1283
100-110 308 1417 955
110-120 239 1040 1113 805
120-130 1647 4982 2759
130-140 801 640 3088 1036
140-150 422 422
150-160 158 1271 4026 1681
170-180 693 7080 3886
190-200 566 566




Total 22 110 249 393 1617 3521 5544 13105 17526 208 2983
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Table 1.6: Average area in km2 exposed to at least 50%g PGA, by magnitude and maximum
PGA level for 14,608 ShakeMaps.
max Magnitude (rounded)
PGA 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
50-60 8 11 31 63 107 83 64
60-70 46 88 125 375 2756 2124 401
70-80 122 239 814 2325 6777 1022
80-90 299 987 2084 6049 923
90-100 145 464 1305 3387 1141
100-110 331 1517 1023
110-120 322 1431 1560 1110
120-130 2652 6657 3987
130-140 1415 1230 4661 1773
140-150 1234 1234
150-160 283 2534 7873 3306
170-180 1763 14789 8276
190-200 3331 3331




Total 8 23 88 241 786 2799 5443 1676 791
Table 1.7: Earthquakes with ambiguous country. Shaking center (based on PGA), shaking
centroid (based on PGA), and epicenter for all earthquakes with at least two of those locations
being in two different countries (98 of the 11,510 ShakeMaps with shaking and magnitude 4.5
or higher).
Date Mag. Shaking center Shaking centroid Epicenter
27/7/1971 7.3 Peru Peru Ecuador
13/1/1973 5 Zimbabwe Zimbabwe Zambia
19/4/1973 4.6 Zimbabwe Zimbabwe Zambia
17/6/1973 7.8 Russia Japan Not on land
25/10/1973 6.6 Argentina Argentina Bolivia
19/1/1975 6.8 India India China
17/2/1975 5.9 Myanmar Myanmar Thailand
20/7/1975 7.3 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
9/3/1977 6.9 Russia DPR Korea Not on land
19/11/1980 6.2 Bhutan India India
11/12/1980 6.3 Chile Bolivia Bolivia
23/11/1981 5.9 Russia Japan Not on land
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31/1/1982 4.8 India India Pakistan
6/5/1982 5.7 Uzbekistan Kyrgyz Republic Kyrgyz Republic
7/4/1985 5 India Pakistan Pakistan
25/11/1986 5.5 Bosn.&Herzeg. Croatia Bosn.&Herzeg.
6/8/1988 7.2 India Myanmar Myanmar
20/8/1988 6.8 India India Nepal
20/8/1989 6 Ethiopia Djibouti Djibouti
10/12/1989 4.7 India India Pakistan
5/3/1990 6.1 Pakistan Afghanistan Afghanistan
3/4/1990 5.6 Croatia Croatia Bosn.&Herzeg.
27/11/1990 5.5 Bosn.&Herzeg. Croatia Croatia
4/4/1991 6.1 Panama Colombia Not on land
10/9/1991 4.7 India India Pakistan
13/4/1992 5.3 Germany Germany Netherlands
5/9/1996 6 Bosn.&Herzeg. Croatia Croatia
24/9/1996 4.6 Bangladesh India India
29/9/1996 4.5 Islamic Rep. Iran Islamic Rep. Iran Iraq
8/5/1997 5.9 India Bangladesh Bangladesh
18/9/1997 4.6 Kuwait Kuwait Saudi Arabia
15/9/1998 4.5 Mongolia Mongolia Russia
27/3/1999 5.4 Argentina Chile Chile
7/2/2000 4.5 Swaziland Swaziland South Africa
22/8/2000 5.6 Islamic Rep. Iran Turkmenistan Turkmenistan
29/5/2001 6.4 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
1/6/2001 5.9 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
20/2/2002 4.9 Iraq Islamic Rep. Iran Iraq
31/7/2002 4.5 Mongolia Mongolia Russia
7/8/2002 5.9 Panama Costa Rica Not on land
1/12/2003 6 China China Kazakhstan
11/2/2004 5.3 Jordan Not on land West Bank & Gaza
12/2/2004 4.8 Islamic Rep. Iran Islamic Rep. Iran Iraq
3/8/2005 6.3 Nicaragua Costa Rica Not on land
25/9/2005 4.6 Islamic Rep. Iran Islamic Rep. Iran Iraq
17/3/2006 5.6 Indonesia Timor-Leste Not on land
14/5/2006 5.5 Mexico Guatemala Not on land
19/7/2006 5.6 Australia Indonesia Not on land
19/9/2006 6.1 Australia Indonesia Not on land
29/9/2006 6.1 RB Venezuela Trinidad and Tobago Not on land
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28/10/2006 5.5 Nicaragua Honduras Nicaragua
29/12/2006 4.6 Kuwait Kuwait Saudi Arabia
3/4/2007 5.6 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
1/5/2007 5.5 Bolivia Chile Chile
1/5/2007 5.7 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
1/5/2007 5.8 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
10/5/2007 5.5 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
20/8/2007 6.5 Indonesia Philippines Not on land
6/9/2007 5.7 Puerto Rico Dominican Republic Not on land
25/10/2007 5.6 Bolivia Chile Chile
4/1/2008 5.7 Bolivia Chile Chile
16/2/2008 6.1 Bolivia Bolivia Chile
20/3/2008 6 Indonesia Philippines Not on land
26/5/2008 5.6 Costa Rica Panama Costa Rica
29/6/2008 5.4 Mexico Guatemala Not on land
5/10/2008 5.7 China China Kyrgyz Republic
16/10/2008 6.7 Guatemala Mexico Not on land
19/11/2008 6.2 Costa Rica Panama Panama
10/8/2009 7.5 Myanmar India Not on land
10/2/2010 5.5 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
22/4/2010 4.6 Mexico United States United States
6/7/2010 5.1 India India Nepal
7/9/2010 5.3 China China Kyrgyz Republic
22/10/2010 5.6 Chile Bolivia Bolivia
8/6/2011 6 Bolivia Bolivia Peru
17/6/2011 5.6 Ethiopia Eritrea Eritrea
18/9/2011 6.9 India Nepal India
3/12/2011 5.6 Antigua & Barbuda Guadeloupe Not on land
9/5/2012 5.5 Indonesia Philippines Not on land
27/6/2012 5.7 Guatemala Guatemala El Salvador
14/10/2012 5.5 Mexico Guatemala Mexico
5/4/2013 6.3 Russia China Russia
5/4/2013 5.6 Pakistan Afghanistan Afghanistan
6/4/2013 5.8 Russia China Russia
4/7/2013 6.1 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Solomon Islands
7/9/2013 6.4 Mexico Guatemala Guatemala
12/4/2014 6.1 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
12/4/2014 5.8 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
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17/7/2014 6 United States United States Canada
23/7/2014 5.6 Chile Bolivia Bolivia
23/3/2015 6.4 Chile Bolivia Chile
20/4/2015 6.1 Japan China Not on land
7/5/2015 7.1 Solomon Islands Papua New Guinea Not on land
9/7/2015 5.6 El Salvador Guatemala Not on land
29/7/2015 5.9 Colombia Panama Panama
8/11/2015 5.7 Peru Bolivia Bolivia
30/12/2015 4.8 United States Not on land Canada
27/7/2016 5.4 Argentina Chile Chile
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Chapter 2
The Measurement of Earthquakes




Earthquakes cause globally significant damages and human deaths every year and it
has been recognized that the numbers are expected to increase in the future due to
population growth and increase in urbanization. [10] They can cause a wide range of
different impacts, from infrastructure damages, long-term economic impacts, human
health impacts, to behavioral or even political changes. Numerous disciplines have
addressed and studied different types of those impacts. Unfortunately, the literature on
earthquake impacts across disciplines predominantly employs inadequate measures for
the natural hazard of an earthquake. Among those are occurrence of an event without
any size [9], number of events [81], earthquake magnitude [71], distance to epicenter [11],
qualitative intensity scales [83], and actual impact data [13]. The choice of the earthquake
measure is usually not well justified and often based on overly simplified assumptions.
The reasons for this are most likely prevailing misconceptions about earthquakes and
miscommunication between disciplines. Another common issue is the lack of a clear
distinction between the natural hazard, social exposure, vulnerability, direct impacts,
resilience, and long-term impacts.
A natural hazard can only cause impacts where a social exposure to that hazard
exists. The combination of the natural hazard and the social exposure weighted by
its vulnerability to that hazard define the direct impacts. The long-term impacts in
turn are a function of the direct impacts and numerous other variables that can be
summarized under the term resiliency. When the literature refers to the “size” of an
earthquake it does not always mean the size of the natural hazard, but instead the
size of the direct impact, social exposure, social exposure weighted by vulnerability, or
even a combination of direct and long-term impacts. This can often lead to confusion
and affect the interpretation of research results. The EM-DAT disaster database [22] is
for example often used to assign a size to an earthquake and then estimate the long-
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A Short History of Earthquake Quantification
1880s De Rossi and Forel develop the first intensity scales; intensity maps based
on observed impacts classified into ranked intensity categories.
1902 Mercalli [65] modifies the De Rossi-Forel intensity scale.
1931 Wood and Neumann [89] define the Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) Scale
which is often still used today.
1935 Richter [73] develops the first magnitude scale, an objective overall earth-
quake size based on instrumental meaurements. But Richter magnitude is
only applicable to shallow earthquakes in Southern California, suffers from
saturation, and it does not have a physical unit.
1942 - 1956 To be able to represent the energy released by an earthquake with
magnitude and to deal with the saturation problem, Gutenberg and Richter
develop numerous complementary magnitude scales and equations to calcu-
late the energy released from magnitude. [38] [37] [39]
1977 Kanamori [50] proposes the use of the seismic momenta to measure earthquake
size. The seismic moment has a physical unitb and does not suffer from
saturation as all the other magnitude scales. Because of the widespread use of
magnitude scales, Kanamori suggests a transformation of the seismic moment
into a magnitude. The “Moment magnitude” is today usually considered to
be the most appropriate magnitude scale.
1999 The USGS introduces ShakeMaps [87], maps of objective instrumental ground
motion intensity based on strong ground motion observations combined with
ground motion prediction equations.
aThe seismic moment M0 can be calculated as the product of the rigidity µ, the area ruptured
A, and the average displacement D. M0 = µAD.
bEnergy measured in Newton meters.
term economic impacts. However, the reported “estimated damages” in the database
are a “value of all damages and economic losses directly or indirectly related to the
disaster” [21], hence they already represent direct and long-term impacts. Their use as
a direct impact estimate to estimate long-term impacts is therefore problematic.
This work will primarily focus on the measurement of the natural hazard itself. So
far there has been no comprehensive discussion on the topic of earthquake measurement
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for the application in the social sciences. Here we will try to remedy this lack of
literature and thus provide future earthquake impact research with a reference on how
to tackle the issue of quantifying the natural hazard of earthquakes.
For natural sciences as well as for social sciences, the ideal measurement of an
earthquake should be an objective quantification of the exogenous physical phenomenon
of interest. Surface shaking is the physical phenomenon of interest to the social sciences
or anyone who is only interested in earthquake impacts on the surface. Nevertheless,
magnitude - a measure that represents the total energy released - is often used as the
earthquake size measure for impact research. This is done either because it is mistaken
for a quantification of surface shaking or because it is assumed to be a good proxy for
it. Here we will show that magnitude is not a good proxy for ground shaking. While
magnitude and shaking quantifications are both exogenous measures of the physical
hazard of an earthquake, magnitude only causes impacts via affecting surface shaking.
Surface shaking is the natural hazard that directly affects damages. A quantification
of surface shaking should therefore be the measure of choice to estimate and analyze
impacts.
The choice of the ground motion measure and how to spatially aggregate it is the
primary focus of this work. We use USGS ShakeMap data [87] for 14,608 earthquakes to
analyze and compare different ground shaking parameters with each other and magni-
tude. To do this we will suggest different spatial aggregation approaches and calculate
the corresponding variables for all events. To compare the different ground motion
measures and aggregation approaches, we will use a regression approach to determine
their ability to explain disaster impacts.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic depiction of an earthquake. The surface shaking profile is the result
of intersecting the ball of seismic waves with the surface plane. Water bodies prevent the
manifestation of shaking in certain surface areas.
2.2 Background
Earthquake: Not a well defined physical phenomenon
While neither natural scientists nor social scientists might consider it so, the physical
phenomenon that is referred to by the word “earthquake” is actually not well defined.
An earthquake originates at its hypocenter - a point at a certain depth beneath the
surface of the earth. Figure 2.1 (left image) illustrates the ball1 of seismic waves that
radiate out from the hypocenter. This three-dimensional phenomenon is what natural
scientists refer to as an earthquake and the total energy released by it, is their earth-
quake size measure of interest. However, the social sciences consider earthquakes to be
a phenomenon of ground motion. The two-dimensional surface shaking profile is the
intersection of the ball of seismic waves with the surface plane. The same earthquake
in a shallower depth for example will cause stronger ground shaking than a deeper one.
The longer travel distance for the deeper earthquake allows for more attenuation of the
1The ball is a strong simplification. In reality waves radiate out not just from one point, but from
the whole fault segment that ruptured. See Chapter 1 for a depiction of a Fault and seismic wave
intensity.
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seismic waves and results in lower ground shaking.
Besides earthquake depth, water bodies are also important to consider. Only land
area that is not covered by water is actually experiencing ground motion. This is true
for the mere fact that water is not ground. Shaking of the sea floor is not of any
relevance to the social sciences in the context here, since there are usually very few
structures built that could get impacted by shaking. Some exceptions might be oil rigs,
wind turbines, and bridges, however, this should be negligible in most cases. Tsunamis
don’t need to be considered here either for two reasons. First, they are not caused by
general shaking of the sea floor but by an upwards slapping movement that can only
be caused by a subduction zone earthquake. This implies that a ShakeMap is a sub-
optimal way to assess the natural hazard of a tsunami. Even more important though,
tsunamis are a very different type of natural hazard than earthquake shaking. An
earthquake-tsunami event should be considered a multi-hazard event and can therefore
usually not be compared to regular “pure” earthquake events in terms of impacts.
Tsunamis - and multi-hazard events in general - are important and warrant their own
study, but they are not subject of this work. Since earthquakes generally occur along
tectonic plate boundaries, they very often have their epicenter in water or very close to
water. Figure 2.1 (right image) shows how a surface water body can be responsible for
significantly decreasing the area of strong ground shaking on the surface.
There are actually numerous factors that influence surface shaking, which can be
classified into three categories: those related to the earthquake source (e.g. magnitude,
depth, or faulting mechanism), travel path (e.g. geology can have a significant impact
on attenuation), and local site conditions [29]. Magnitude is an important determinant
for surface shaking, but when all the other relevant factors are considered it should be
intuitive that it is not a sufficient proxy for surface shaking.
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Ground motion
Shaking is merely a movement of the ground, and movement does not have a unique
physical unit. There is an extensive earthquake engineering literature [74] engaging in
“the quest” for a meaningful instrumental ground motion intensity measure that corre-
lates well with damages [30] and can be used for the development of fragility curves [78].
There is also a body of literature that mostly belongs to the field of seismology with
a similar objective, but which is usually approached by attempting to predict quali-
tative intensity scales, such as the Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale (MMI). Based on
“Did you feel it?” [86] data, the USGS for example has developed reversible relationships
between certain instrumental ground motion intensity measures and MMI. [12]
The term “earthquake intensity” is used across disciplines and most of the time
exclusively refers to qualitative categorical scales, describing the impacts of earthquake
shaking. Besides the matter of tradition and the first definitions of earthquake intensity
(which were probably at least partially defined in a qualitative way, because of a lack of
sufficient instrumental data), there is not actually a reason why that should be the case.
However, “ground motion intensity” is a term mainly used in earthquake engineering
and always refers to an instrumental quantification of surface shaking.
Most of the literature considers peak ground displacement (PGD), peak ground
velocity (PGV), and peak ground acceleration (PGA)2 as ground motion parameters.
Those are the simplest instrumental intensity measures and they can be relatively
easily evaluated from an earthquake accelerogram - a record of strong ground motion -
or predicted by using ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs). But particularly
2We can describe the displacement at time t with u(t), velocity as the first derivative of dis-
placement u̇(t), and acceleration accordingly as the second derivative ü(t). The peak values are the
maxima over the entire shaking time (PGD = maxtu(t), PGV = maxtu̇(t), and PGA = maxtü(t)).
The ground motion is measured by a vertical and two horizontal components and therefore three dif-
ferent peak values for each variable exist. However, since gravity is a vertical force that infrastructure
has to be able to withstand on a daily basis, it is often disregarded and the maximum horizontal value
is chosen as the overall peak.
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the engineering studies also investigate more complicated measures. Arias intensity [7]
for example describes the energy content of the shaking at a particular location. It is
the square of the acceleration integrated over the duration of the motion. It has also
been suggested to use a two-parameter approach consisting of spectral acceleration and
a measure that summarizes the shape of the response spectrum. [8] Structural response
has been identified to correlate differently with displacement, velocity and acceleration
depending on the period range of the shaking. The short period range (<0.6 s) has
been found to correlate best with acceleration, the medium period range (0.6-2.6s) with
velocity and the long period range (>2.6 s) with displacement. [63] It has therefore often
been suggested to use a three-parameter characterization of ground motion. [32]
The engineering field is primarily interested in the response of particular build struc-
tures to ground motion. Since no index is satisfactory over the entire frequency range,
response spectra at several periods [93] or other more structure specific [61] intensity mea-
sures are often recommended and applied. The social sciences, however, are interested
in a “one measure fits all” solution, which is something that is generally not reasonable
for engineering purposes. However, PGA and PGV are still often used in the engineer-
ing field and earthquake hazard maps are usually expressed in terms of PGA that will
be exceeded at a location at a particular probability within a specific number of years.
It seems therefore intuitive to also express the occurrence of shaking by PGA to have
the risk and the occurrence of shaking represented by the same physical measure. Nev-
ertheless, while hazard maps are predominantly expressed in PGA, qualitative intensity
scales are most commonly used to illustrate actual shaking maps.
The ideal measure of ground motion intensity for applications in the social sciences,
needs to fulfill two criteria: (i) it should summarize the ground motion in a meaning-
ful way that correlates well with damages, and (ii) enough data of actual records or
sufficiently good estimates need to be available.
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The USGS provides ShakeMaps [87] with information about PGA, PGV, instru-
mental MMI (“USGS-MMI” partially based on PGV) [12], and spectral acceleration
at three different periods. The peak response spectra for 5% critically damped pseudo-
acceleration are calculated at periods of 0.3s, 1s and 3s in %g, according to the Uniform
Building Code (UBD) and they reflect the response of different building types. They
are intended for earthquake engineering purposes and are only calculated for events
above a certain threshold [88]. From an engineering perspective peak spectral acceler-
ations are often considered to be more relevant than just peak ground acceleration.
Their advantage is that they can be chosen for specific frequencies/periods and also
different dampening ratios (most commonly though 5%) and thus provide better infor-
mation for particular buildings for which the natural period (range) is known. While
within certain countries or regions most built structures might fall into a fairly small
frequency range, this can not be assumed on a global level. Picking only one period to
represent shaking with the peak spectral acceleration at that period is therefore prob-
lematic. USGS ShakeMap data will be used in the empirical part of this work. We will
primarily focus on PGA, PGV, and USGS-MMI. While the peak spectral accelerations
would be interesting to evaluate, they are only calculated by the USGS for sufficiently
large events and therefore only limited data exists.
The analysis of the literature also suggests that Arias intensity should perform well,
particularly since it also considers the factor of shaking duration. Unfortunately, Arias
intensity is not as commonly used as PGA and PGV and it was not possible to find
sufficient readily available data. Also while GMPEs for PGA and PGV are intensely
studied by numerous publications, attenuation relationships for Aria intensity do not
get the same attention from the literature [84]. Thus making estimates of Arias intensity
more scarce and less reliable.
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Recording earthquakes
Seismometers are used to record seismic waves that are caused by earthquakes. They
are able to record an earthquake that happens thousands of kilometers away. However,
they are too fine instruments too actually record an event in the area that is directly
affected by the earthquake. The information from teleseismic waves3 can be used to
determine the earthquake hypocenter and also the earthquake magnitude.
Strong ground motion - which is experienced in the area directly affected by an
earthquake - is too strong to be recorded by seismometers. Accelerometers are needed
to record these waves. The location of an accelerometer is much more crucial than
that of a seismometer, since it is supposed to provide information about that particular
location and less about the event in general.
Historically there were usually fairly few measurements from accelerometers avail-
able. The unpredictability of earthquakes makes a high density of accelerometers nec-
essary to actually “catch” the strong ground motion. The high costs of the instruments
has made that an obstacle in the past. However, this has been changing recently and
in some regions like California fairly good networks of accelerometers have been estab-
lished. Today, regular smartphones contain accelerometers and there have even been
first attempts [56] to utilize personal smartphones to record earthquakes.
Aftershocks
Aftershocks make the quantification of an earthquake for social sciences more compli-
cated. Aftershocks are smaller earthquakes that occur after the mainshock and within
1-2 rupture lengths distance from the mainshock. They can occur weeks, months, or
even years later and their distribution follows a power-law. While they are connected
to the main shock they are still separate (smaller) earthquakes with their own shaking
3Waves from earthquakes that are more than 1000km away from the recording site.
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profile, which usually overlaps with the shaking profile of the main shock. However, the
epicenter and usually also the shaking center and the shaking centroid are at different
locations. If an aftershock occurs very soon after a main shock it is basically impossible
to distinguish what direct impacts were caused by the main shock and what impacts
were caused by the aftershock. From a social science perspective this means that they
have to be considered one event with a shaking profile that takes the maximum of
the two profiles at each location. When there is enough time (this depends on the
application) between them, they would be considered completely separate events. It is
worth noting that while the exact timing of earthquakes is generally considered to be
random, the existence of aftershocks creates a correlation between the occurrences of
earthquakes.
2.3 Earthquake quantification in social sciences
Common measures and mistakes
A large body of literature exists on the short and long term impacts of earthquakes.
Different disciplines have looked at direct impacts in terms of casualties [76], and dam-
ages [45], as well as indirect and long-term impacts on economies [81], psychology [70], birth
outcomes [83], sudden cardiac death [57], risk behavior [11], civil conflict [69], etc. Unfortu-
nately, the literature on earthquake impacts - particularly for indirect and long-term
impacts - predominantly employs inadequate measures for earthquake exposure and
earthquake size. The most common problems are the lack of individual event size (e.g.
earthquake dummy or number of events), the use of a measure for another physical phe-
nomenon than what social scientists are actually interested in (e.g. magnitude), and
endogeneity issues when qualitative intensity scales or actual impact data are used.
Prevailing misconceptions about earthquakes are most likely often the reason for the
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choice of suboptimal earthquake quantifications.
Magnitude is a measure that represents the energy released and can be considered
a quantification of the three-dimensional heat ball in Figure 2.1. Moment magnitude
MW can be transformed to the seismic moment M0 (and therefore the energy released)




(10.7 +MW ) (2.1)
For most applications other than in seismology a quantification of the two-dimensional
heat map of surface shaking is actually of interest. The common use of magnitude is
either due to the misconception that magnitude represents ground shaking or due to
the assumption that it is a good proxy for surface shaking. It has been demonstrated
that misconceptions about what magnitude actually represents are prevalent and there
is evidence for magnitude being indeed mistaken for a measure of surface shaking [15].
Magnitude alone can never account for the spatial variation of shaking and is therefore
by default suboptimal for applications where this variation can be considered. Further-
more, this work will show that magnitude is not a good proxy for surface shaking, when
shaking is summarized by one number.
Distance to epicenter is also often used as a proxy for earthquake exposure. How-
ever, better ways to represent attenuation are available and we have shown in Chapter
1 that the epicenter can differ significantly from the shaking center and the shaking
centroid. This in combination with the fact that faulting mechanisms usually don’t
cause circular shaking patterns, makes distance to the epicenter a not ideal measure
for shaking exposure.
Disaster impact data has probably been criticized for being used as an earthquake
size measure as often as it has been used. EM-DAT [22] disaster impact data for example
is often used to assign a size to each event. This is an issue not only because the data is
self-reported and therefore not consistent across events, but even more so because it is
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endogenous impact data instead of an exogenous physical measure. Better preparation
for an earthquake will most likely affect direct impacts as well as resilience (the recovery
trajectory).
Intensity scales usually consist of 10-12 categories, which illustrate the “intensity”
of shaking at a particular location. The categories are usually described by the impacts
that a shaking of this intensity would produce. In theory this should represent the
ground motion itself, however, even within the fields of seismology and earthquake
engineering many publications consider intensity scales as describing the impacts of
shaking. The creation of intensity scale maps usually relies on a combination of data
and expert judgment. Limited diversity of structures at any one location is a problem for
the accurate assessment of shaking intensity by an expert. Large scale assessments are
rare and intensity scales are generally not comparable across different countries. While
intensity scales are a meaningful concept, they face serious challenges of a consistent
and accurate assessment. They don’t represent objective physical measures and they
therefore also suffer from similar endogeneity problems as impact data in general.
There is no unique way to quantify earthquakes. The appropriate measure depends
on the application. In general an objective measure of the exogenous natural hazard
is desirable. For applications in the social sciences this should be a quantification of
surface shaking. The first consideration should always be whether the shaking intensity
at a particular location, the summarized shaking in a specific region, or a single-valued
earthquake size based on ground shaking is needed.
Location intensity
The most straightforward approach is possible when the exposure of a particular loca-
tion is of interest. The problem then narrows down to picking a ground motion measure
(as discussed in Section 2.2). However, it is important to distinguish between charac-
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terizations of the ground motion itself (e.g. PGV, PGA, response spectra, or Arias
intensity) and endogenous intensity scales that are qualitative measures based on the
impacts of the shaking.
Spatially varying intensity maps assign many values to each event with one number
for each location exposed to the earthquake. Traditionally, intensity maps (e.g. MMI)
are of qualitative nature, which implies that not necessarily earthquake strength in
terms of ground shaking but earthquake impact - the effect of such ground shaking -
is measured. Their use for impact estimation causes therefore endogeneity problems.
With technological advancements, however, instrumental intensity maps have become
common in the recent past. The USGS for example produces ShakeMaps [87], illustrating
physical measures of shaking like peak ground acceleration (PGA) and peak ground
velocity (PGV).
Exposure of a regional unit
Very often the exposure of a regional unit (city, county, country, etc.) is of interest. We
can distinguish between the exposure to an individual event, and the exposure of the
regional unit to seismic activity over a certain period of time (e.g. monthly or annual
exposure). For the latter it is necessary to summarize shaking first on a temporal level,
before aggregating it on a spatial level. For the temporal summarizing of shaking at a
particular location, we here suggest to use the maximum of the ground motion measure.
Using the maximum over time is in line with the common approach in seismology and
engineering to characterize shaking with the peak acceleration/velocity/displacement
over the time period of an individual event.
For the spatial aggregation of a ground motion map over a regional unit, several
different approaches can be meaningful. Some of them are discussed in Section 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: The ShakeMaps of three different earthquakes in 2010. They are on the same
geographical scale and also share a common color scale to allow a comparison of shaking
across events. The Chilean earthquake (magnitude 8.8) had a much larger area affected by




The comparison of different earthquakes with each other is a popular tool to highlight
particular aspects of one or several events. Such a comparison is either done for earth-
quakes at different locations, but reasonably close to each other in terms of time, or for
earthquakes that are spatially close to each other (e.g. in the same country), but that
occurred at different timings. An example for the latter would be the two big Chilean
earthquakes of 1960 and 2010. On the other hand, the common comparison of the two
big earthquakes in Haiti and Chile in 2010 would be an example of the first case.
The Haiti 2010 earthquake was an event with an exceptionally high level of fatali-
ties and damages. Many news articles [60] as well as scientific reports [4] have therefore
attempted explanations for the high level of impacts by comparing it to other earth-
quakes, most notably the Chile 2010 and the New Zealand 2010 event. The explanations
usually state that the Chilean earthquake was much stronger (in terms of magnitude)
than the Haiti event, but that the impacts were nevertheless much lower. Then they
venture into discussing social factors such as building codes, corruption, and prepara-
tion to be crucial in creating the different outcomes. Only few articles provide more
details than the magnitude to compare the physical differences between the events. If
the physical differences between the events are discussed in more detail, this discussion
is not clearly separated from the discussion of social factors, and even more crucially
it focuses primarily on explaining why the ground motion intensity was different and
not on how it was different. The question of how the shaking was different, however,
is what a comparison of the physical aspects should be about when the earthquakes
are used to make a point about the importance of certain social factors in determining
outcomes.
It was not possible to find an article that even showed ShakeMaps for more than
one event to illustrate the differences in ground motion. Figure 2.2 puts the USGS
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Figure 2.3: Comparing Shaking Profiles: the shaking distribution and population exposure
of Haiti 2010 compared with Chile 2010 and New Zealand 2010. Haiti should clearly be
considered a stronger event than the New Zealand earthquake. However, the comparison of
the two events with Chile is not as clear. This shows that a comparison and particular a
ranking of two events based on shaking profiles is not straightforward.
Figure 2.4: Comparing Exposure to Shaking Levels: The area and population exposed to
shaking above the PGA level for Haiti 2010 compared with Chile 2010 and New Zealand 2010.
A graph like this might be the most useful way to compare the shaking of different events.
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ShakeMaps in terms of PGA of the Haiti, Chile, and New Zealand 2010 events next
to each other. The three maps are on the same geographic scale as well as color scale
to allow an easy comparison. It is obvious that the Haiti event actually experienced
much stronger maximum shaking than the other two events, however, Chile had a much
bigger area exposed to still very high shaking levels. The figure also illustrates that the
comparison of entire shaking profiles is not as simple as just comparing single values such
as magnitude. To simplify the interpretation of a shaking profile, we can eliminate the
spatial information of the 2D-maps in Figure 2.2 and instead consider the distribution
of shaking levels for each event. The upper graph in Figure 2.3 plots the extent of the
area exposed to each shaking level. The Haiti earthquake had more area exposed to
any given shaking value than the New Zealand event and it also experienced a higher
maximum. This allows for a clear ranking of those two events in terms of shaking.
Unfortunately, this is not always the case. Comparing the Chile event with Haiti is a
more complicated task. Despite the stark difference in magnitude, it is not possible to
provide a clear ranking of the two events in terms of shaking.
Besides the physical shaking, the second most obvious factor in an earthquake to
cause impacts is whether it hits populated areas. The lower graph in Figure 2.3 therefore
provides an overview of how many people were actually exposed to the different shaking
levels. The number of people exposed to a particular shaking level is positively affected
by two factors: (i) the size of the area exposed to that shaking level, and (ii) the
population density in that area. The high intensity shaking area in Haiti seems to have
hit a more densely populated area than in Chile. Chile had for example a larger area
exposed to a PGA of 70%g, but Haiti had more people exposed to that level.
Figure 2.3 allows an easier interpretation of shaking profiles than the ShakeMaps.
Nevertheless, we can further simplify the comparison of events by plotting the area and
population that are exposed to shaking above each shaking level (an “integral from the
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Table 2.1: Comparing Haiti, Chile, and New Zealand 2010.
Haiti Chile New Zealand
Magnitude 7 8.8 7
Maximum PGV 133 90 131
Maximum MMI 9.1 8.5 8.8
Maximum PGA 111 75 94
Average PGA in strongest 10 km2 110 74 90
Average PGA in strongest 100 km2 103 72 78
Average PGA in strongest 1,000 km2 81 67 50
Average PGA in strongest 10,000 km2 38 53 21
Population in strongest 10 km2 3,290 430 50
Population in strongest 100 km2 34,810 6,760 580
Population in strongest 1,000 km2 1,989,160 69,010 15,790
Population in strongest 10,000 km2 5,322,440 1,488,490 486,110
Area (km2) with PGA ≥50%g 1,980 6,780 380
Population in area with PGA ≥50%g 2,982,500 1,104,540 4,440
right” for the curves in Figure 2.3). These exposure curves are plotted in Figure 2.4. In
some cases this can solve the ranking question. For example if New Zealand would have
been slightly higher than Haiti at around 30%g in Figure 2.3, this “crossing of curves”
could have been resolved for the exposure curves. As long as the exposure curve of an
event is weakly greater than the exposure curve of another event and for at least one x
strictly greater, we can call the first event the “stronger” earthquake. The ranking of
Haiti and Chile, however, remains ambiguous.
Table 2.1 provides summary values for the graphs in Figure 2.3 and 2.4. We can
see that Haiti experienced a stronger average shaking over space even when an area
as large as the strongest 1,000km2 is considered. Nevertheless, the area exposed to a
PGA of 50%g or greater was in Chile more than three times as large than in Haiti,
but Haiti had more than twice as many people living in that area. It is therefore not
entirely puzzling why the Haiti event might have caused more impacts. The fact that
it resulted in significantly greater impacts, however, is very likely due to the fact that
Chile has better building codes, less corruption, better preparation, and is generally a
higher-income country than Haiti. When different events are compared in terms of their
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social impacts it is crucial to provide a discussion of the differences in their shaking
profiles and not just a comparison of magnitude.
Single-valued earthquake size based on shaking
In social sciences there should not often be a reason why an overall size of an earthquake
would actually be required. However, for disaster response and public discourse the
appeal of an index to simplify a complex phenomenon is large. While reducing a
complex phenomenon to a single number is always problematic, an index that allows to
directly compare events with each other is often useful or even necessary. It has been
argued that it was actually media-pressure asking for a single-valued earthquake size
that made Charles Richter come up with the first magnitude scale. [67] Media play an
influential role as mediator of science information. [66] Providing a measure that allows
for a reporting of news “in ways that are compelling and engaging” [66] can be crucial
to the efficiency of science communication. This work therefore suggests the use of a
single-valued earthquake shaking size based on instrumental surface shaking intensity
data. Such a measure would essentially summarize the 2-dimensional heat map of
surface shaking in one number.
The main intention of introducing the magnitude scale according to Richter was to
objectify earthquake measurement, refraining from the use of earthquake impacts on
people and structures as it was the case with the commonly used traditional qualitative
intensity maps. [73] Since measures based on instrumental shaking intensity also possess
this quality and as they describe surface shaking rather than the earthquake source,
they should be preferred for all applications that are exclusively concerned with the
surface phenomenon of an earthquake. Instead some aggregation of the shaking profile
would be the best approach. To show that magnitude is not a good proxy for surface
shaking, we will calculate and compare various single-valued earthquake size measures
based on the earthquake shaking profile in the empirical analysis.
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Summarizing shaking profiles
When the shaking exposure of a regional unit or an overall earthquake size based on
a ShakeMap are of interest, it is necessary to summarize a shaking profile over an
area (either a region or the extent of the event) with one number. There are many
ways for a ShakeMap to be spatially aggregated into one number. In both mentioned
scenarios and for a specific ground motion parameter4 the spatial maximum, the spatial
mean, or the area exposed to shaking above a chosen threshold are straightforward
spatial aggregation approaches. For the case of summarizing the shaking profile of
an entire event the spatial mean has to be calculated with respect to a specified area
(e.g the strongest 1,000km2) to allow for a comparison across events. To summarize
a ShakeMap by only one value, we need to accept compromises in data quality. This
can be understood as implying certain assumptions about the relevance of shaking for
impacts that are not necessarily realistic.
The use of the spatial maximum implies either the assumption that the impacts
caused in the very small area of the highest shaking intensity are responsible for the
overall magnitude of impacts, or that the maximum shaking generally reflects suffi-
ciently well the total area exposed and the attenuation experienced by that area.
The spatial mean of a ShakeMap is calculated by weighting the shaking si in each
grid cell i of the relevant area by the area size Ai of the grid cell and dividing the sum






The use of the spatial mean for calculating the shaking exposure of a region implies
the assumption that impacts increase in a linear way with the shaking parameter. The
use of the spatial mean in a specified area size for quantifying an entire event (or also
4It is also possible to use combinations of ground motion parameters. We will here focus on
individual measures without combining them. This has the advantage of greater simplicity, and the
empirical analysis does not show a large improvement of using a combination of PGA and PGV.
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within a regional unit) does only imply a similar assumption if the area is very large. For
relatively small areas, using the spatial mean can be understood as a more conservative
approach than using the spatial maximum. The spatial mean in a relatively small
area weakens the assumption of how concentrated the crucial damage area generally
is. Furthermore, unrealistic or just atypical outliers of maximum shaking that are not
really representative of the overall shaking pattern, are down-weighted by the approach
of using the spatial mean in an area compared to just using the maximum.
A linear increase of impacts with shaking might not be realistic for many ground
motion parameters. Applying the area exposed to shaking above a specified
threshold in turn can be interpreted as making one of two assumptions: either that
the attenuation is more or less comparable across events and if the area exposed to
that threshold is equal than also the area exposed to any other threshold is generally of
similar size, or that impacts are mostly caused when shaking reaches a certain intensity,
but there is little increase in impacts for higher shaking above that threshold. This can
be understood as the shaking either destroys buildings if it reaches the threshold or it
doesn’t affect them if it stays below that threshold.
Another approach to avoid having to choose a “trigger” threshold, would be the
application of fragility curves. The fragility function would assign each shaking level a
value between zero and one - reflecting the level of destruction from none to complete.
The overall value would then be the spatial mean of the fragility function of the map.
In this case the measure would not be considered a shaking value anymore, but an
estimate of the expected overall impact ratio. This approach requires the selection of a
fragility curve, which again makes assumptions about how damaging each shaking level
is.
For calculating the shaking exposure of a specific regional unit, also spatial per-
centiles (the shaking that at least p% of the area is exposed to) or the mean shaking
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in a fraction of the area are potential approaches. If the exposure of population in the
region is of interest rather than the exposure of the region itself, also the spatial mean
weighted by population can be adequate.
2.4 Empirical approach
The empirical part of this work deals with two main topics: (i) the evaluation and
comparison of different approaches to summarize the entire ShakeMap of an earthquake
in one number, and (ii) an assessment of the ability of those quantifications to explain
impacts. For both topics the comparison to magnitude is of particular interest. First,
to confirm that magnitude is not a good proxy for a single-valued quantification of
overall earthquake shaking, and second, to show that magnitude is inferior in explaining
impacts compared to measures based on shaking. The event-level earthquake shaking,
exposure and impact dataset, which was constructed in Chapter 1 will be utilized for
the analysis here. We will examine pairwise correlations between the different variables
and also use a regression analysis approach. The following regression model will be
applied to explain impacts.
Yi = α + βXi + γPi(Ai,a) + δEgc(i) + ρj(i) + θy(i) + εi (2.3)
The observations are the individual earthquakes, identified by the index i. We will
apply the model separately for the different “earthquake sizes” as the independent
variable of interest Xi. To control for how populated the area is, that is hit by the
earthquake, we include the population that lives in the strongest a km2 of the earth-
quake. Pi(Ai,a) represents the logarithm with base 10 of the population that lives in
that area Ai,a. Furthermore, we control for the fact that regions with regular earthquake
exposure are on average better prepared and should therefore experience lower impacts
for the same size event. This is done by including a variable for the average annual
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earthquake experience5 Egc(i) of the 2.5x2.5 degree grid cell gc(i) that the shaking cen-
troid of the earthquake falls into. Furthermore, the model also includes country income
category fixed effects ρj(i), a linear time trend θy(i), and a constant α. The standard
model includes heteroskedasticity robust error terms. For robustness checks we will
also apply clustered error terms at the income category level, region level, decade level,
and by whether countries are regularly exposed to earthquakes or not. Countries that
are “regularly exposed to earthquakes” are here defined as those which experienced an
earthquake (of any strength) on average at least every other year between 1975 and
2015. Moreover, a model with spatially autocorrelated error terms [42] will be applied.
The logarithm with base 10 of the impact will be used as the dependent variable
Yi. We will primarily focus on the impact of fatalities for several reasons. Fatalities
are not only a particularly tragic impact of earthquakes, but the number of fatalities is
the most commonly evaluated impact and it can also be expected to be generally the
most accurate impact variable. Nevertheless, the number of fatalities is usually only
an estimate and those estimates are very often debated and questioned [10;41]. However,
other impact measures are generally even more uncertain than the number of fatalities.
As discussed in Chapter 1, we can assume to have almost all events with a significant
number of fatalities represented in our ShakeMap dataset from 1973 onwards. We can
therefore assume that any ShakeMap event in our dataset after 1973, which does not
have fatalities in our dataset, actually did not cause any fatalities, or only a very low
number. This allows us to not just include events with fatalities, but also zero-fatality
events in the analysis. We can not necessarily assume something similar for other
outcomes than fatalities.
Based on the results from Chapter 1 we will generally restrict the analysis to the
12,388 events with magnitude 4.5 or greater. We will use three different outcome
5The shaking experience of each year is here calculated as the maximum PGA over all earthquakes
that have their shaking centroid in that cell.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of magnitude and maximum shaking variables for the three different
samples. The non-impact events are excluded if they are from before 1973, or they are not
from the significant earthquake list and have a magnitude below 6 or a maximum PGA under
10%g.
N Mean StD Min Max
Events with magnitude ≥4.5 and impact data
Magnitude 748 6.3 .8 4.5 9.5
Maximum PGA 748 39.2 33.6 1.5 263.5
Maximum PGV 748 35.7 36.3 0.7 329.8
Maximum MMI 748 7.0 1.2 3.4 10.0
Included non-impact ShakeMaps (mag≥4.5)
Magnitude 2,450 6.4 0.4 4.5 8.3
Maximum PGA 2,450 23.7 13.4 5.1 120.9
Maximum PGV 2,450 18.9 16.2 2.3 233.5
Maximum MMI 2,450 6.3 0.9 4.5 10.0
Excluded non-impact ShakeMaps (mag≥4.5)
Magnitude 9,190 5.6 0.5 4.5 8.3
Maximum PGA 9,190 10.3 9.9 0 225.4
Maximum PGV 9,190 7.8 9.0 0 131.1
Maximum MMI 9,190 4.6 1.9 0 10.0
variables: the logarithm with base 10 of (i) fatalities without zero-events (ii) fatalities+1
with zero-events, and (iii) houses destroyed without zero events. The additional zero-
events have to be from 1973 or later, and if they are not an event from the significant
earthquake list they have to have a magnitude of at least 6 and a maximum PGA of
at least 10%g. These criteria a chosen based on the results from Chapter 1 to avoid a
bias in the sample. Table 2.2 compares magnitude and maximum shaking variables for
the ShakeMaps with impact data, the included, and the excluded zero-events.
As a first step, we will conduct a threshold analysis in terms of shaking levels and
also area sizes to identify the most relevant thresholds. For the further analysis we will
then primarily focus on the mean shaking in the identified area size(s) and the area
exposed to shaking above the identified shaking thresholds.
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Figure 2.5: The correlation between impacts and log10 of one plus the area exposed to
shaking above a threshold plotted against shaking thresholds.
2.5 Threshold analysis
Shaking thresholds
The use of shaking thresholds is very common for qualitative intensity scales due to
their categorical nature. Intensity scales also often come with an approximate window
of PGA and PGV that each category represents. These PGA and PGV ranges vary
significantly even for intensity maps from the same source. Particular thresholds are not
commonly discussed in the literature, partially because fragility curves are a popular
tool to circumvent the need of choosing a threshold.
We will here consider a range of thresholds for PGA, PGV, and MMI, as well as
combinations of thresholds for PGA and PGV. For PGA we use thresholds between
1 and 70%g in increments of 2.5. Similar valued thresholds are evaluated for PGV
in cm/s. For MMI thresholds between 1 and 8 in increments of 0.25 are used for the
analysis. Finally, a combination of PGA and PGV thresholds is investigated for a range
of 1 - 65%g and 1 - 65cm/s respectively, each in increments of one.
Figure 2.5 plots the correlations between the different impacts and the log10 of one
plus the area exposed to shaking above the threshold. Since the correlations can be
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Figure 2.6: Overview of regression results for log10 of one plus area exposed to shaking
thresholds as the earthquake size measure.
driven by the fact that a decreasing number of events has any area exposed when the
threshold is increased, we also plot the same correlation of impacts with a dummy
for whether the event experiences this threshold or not (essentially max shaking ≥
threshold). For low shaking thresholds the correlation is not driven by the number of
events that reach the threshold, but actually by the area exposed. Overall PGA and
PGV thresholds between 30 - 40 (%g or cm/s respectively) and for MMI around 7.5
result in the highest correlations. At these high shaking levels the results are, however,
mainly driven by the number of events that reach the threshold.
To make sure that the relationship between the correlation and the threshold is not
a spurious correlation, we can instead look at the R2 of the regression from equation
(2.3) as well as the T-statistic of the coefficient β with Xi being the area exposed to
shaking above the threshold. These are shown in Figure 2.6 together with a graph
plotting the number of events which are exposed to the particular threshold, this can
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Figure 2.7: Importance of PGA and PGV thresholds by impact type. The first row of
heatplots shows the correlation between the impact and log10 of one plus the area exposed
to the respective PGA and PGV thresholds. The other rows summarize the R2 and the
T-statistic of the according regression model.
also be understood as the number of events for which the dummy equals one.
Overall we observe the best performance at 37.5%g for PGA, 35cm/s for PGV, and
7.5 for MMI. We will use these thresholds in the remaining analysis. However, since
only relatively few events are exposed to shaking above those levels, we will also use a
lower threshold for each measure. The low thresholds are 10%g for PGA, 10cm/s for
PGV, and 5 for MMI.
Defining the exposure area by a combination of PGA and PGV thresholds could
potentially result in a better performance. We can apply the same approach as before.
Figure 2.7 summarizes the correlations, R2 and T-statistic for the actual area measure,
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Figure 2.8: Importance of PGA and PGV thresholds by impact type for dummy version.
The first row of heatplots shows the correlation between the impact and the dummy of whether
any area is exposed the respective PGA and PGV thresholds. The other rows summarize the
R2 and the T-statistic of the according regression model.
Figure 2.9: The number of events with any area exposed to the combination of thresholds.
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and Figure 2.8 provides the same results for the dummy measure. In Figure 2.9 we can
see the number of events exposed to the combination of thresholds, which is the same
as the number of events with a dummy equal to one.
Using a combination of thresholds does not seem to improve performance in a signif-
icant way. However, particularly for the case of fatalities including zero-fatality events,
we do notice an increase in correlation and R2 for the combination of PGA and PGV.
This can be recognized by the brighter colors in the diagonal of the heatmaps in Figure
2.7. This is especially interesting, since we do not notice a similar effect for the dummy
version in Figure 2.8. This does suggest that a combination of thresholds does improve
performance but not by a large margin. Nevertheless, the highest R2 is at 36cm/s for
PGV and 37%g for PGA, which are very similar values as we found for the individual
thresholds and there are again only relatively few events that experience these levels of
shaking.
Area thresholds
Area size thresholds are required to calculate the average shaking in the strongest area
of size a. Figure 2.10 plots the correlation of the impacts with the average shaking in
the strongest area of size a against a. We can see that average PGA performs best for
all impact variables. Average MMI has the worst performance. The correlations are
surprisingly stable for changes in the area size. The right graph in Figure 2.10 plots the
R2 of the regression model with mean shaking as the earthquake size. The plots don’t
show a clear relationship between the correlation or R2 and the area size across impact
and shaking measures. Nevertheless, increasing the area to more than 1,000km2 does
not seem to improve performance.
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Figure 2.10: Explaining impacts with the average shaking in an area of a specified size.
The correlation between mean shaking and impacts and the R2 of the regression model with
mean shaking as earthquake size measure of interest.
2.6 Results
Correlation between different measures
First, we will discuss the correlations between the different approaches to summarize
a ShakeMap. The correlation matrix for a number of the most relevant variables is
presented in Table 2.3. For the mean shaking in a specified area we include the value
for 10km2, 100km2, 1,000km2, and 10,000km2. The threshold analysis in Section 2.5
does not show a significant difference in the explanatory power for the different area
sizes. The area exposed to shaking above a threshold is included for a high threshold
based on the threshold analysis. Since the threshold result is mostly driven by whether
an event reaches the threshold and the area extend does not seem to be that crucial
in itself, we also include the area exposed to a lower shaking threshold for each ground
motion parameter, such that most events experience that threshold.
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Table 2.3: Correlations between different variables summarizing a ShakeMap for all 12,388
earthquakes with magnitude 4.5 or higher.
Max Mean Mean Mean Mean log10 of 1+ log10 of 1+
PGA PGA in PGA in PGA in PGA in area with area with
101km2 102km2 103km2 104km2 PGA≥10 PGA≥37.5
Mean PGA 101km2 1.00 1.00
Mean PGA 102km2 0.98 0.99 1.00
Mean PGA 103km2 0.92 0.93 0.96 1.00
Mean PGA 104km2 0.76 0.78 0.82 0.92 1.00
log10(A(PGA≥10)+1) 0.71 0.72 0.74 0.75 0.70 1.00
log10(A(PGA≥37.5)+1) 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.73 0.65 0.33 1.00
Max PGV 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.81 0.71 0.58 0.68
Mean PGV 101km2 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.73 0.59 0.68
Mean PGV 102km2 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.76 0.60 0.69
Mean PGV 103km2 0.79 0.80 0.83 0.87 0.83 0.60 0.69
Mean PGV 104km2 0.66 0.67 0.71 0.80 0.89 0.55 0.62
log10(A(PGV≥10)+1) 0.62 0.63 0.65 0.67 0.64 0.63 0.41
log10(A(PGV≥35)+1) 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.65 0.33 0.77
Max MMI 0.68 0.67 0.66 0.63 0.54 0.69 0.32
Mean MMI 101km2 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.64 0.56 0.71 0.32
Mean MMI 102km2 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.66 0.58 0.71 0.33
Mean MMI 103km2 0.64 0.65 0.67 0.69 0.63 0.71 0.33
Mean MMI 104km2 0.56 0.57 0.59 0.64 0.68 0.66 0.30
log10(A(MMI≥5)+1) 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.71 0.66 0.83 0.34
log10(A(MMI≥7.5)+1) 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.60 0.33 0.71
log10(A(PGA≥37 0.68 0.68 0.69 0.69 0.64 0.28 0.86
& PGV≥36)+1)
Max Mean Mean Mean Mean log10 of 1+ log10 of 1+
PGV PGV in PGV in PGV in PGV in area with area with
101km2 102km2 103km2 104km2 PGV≥10 PGV≥35
Mean PGV 101km2 0.99 1.00
Mean PGV 102km2 0.98 0.99 1.00
Mean PGV 103km2 0.92 0.94 0.97 1.00
Mean PGV 104km2 0.78 0.80 0.84 0.93 1.00
log10(A(PGV≥10)+1) 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.72 1.00
log10(A(PGV≥35)+1) 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.78 0.71 0.44 1.00
Max MMI 0.66 0.64 0.63 0.59 0.50 0.65 0.34
Mean MMI 101km2 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.60 0.51 0.65 0.35
Mean MMI 102km2 0.64 0.64 0.65 0.62 0.54 0.66 0.35
Mean MMI 103km2 0.61 0.61 0.63 0.63 0.58 0.64 0.35
Mean MMI 104km2 0.52 0.53 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.56 0.32
log10(A(MMI≥5)+1) 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.61 0.78 0.35
log10(A(MMI≥7.5)+1) 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.75 0.65 0.44 0.91
log10(A(PGA≥37 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.67 0.36 0.88
& PGV≥36)+1)
Max Mean Mean Mean Mean log10 of 1+ log10 of 1+
MMI MMI in MMI in MMI in MMI in area with area with
101km2 102km2 103km2 104km2 MMI≥5 MMI≥7.5
Mean MMI 101km2 0.99 1.00
Mean MMI 102km2 0.96 0.98 1.00
Mean MMI 103km2 0.89 0.92 0.96 1.00
Mean MMI 104km2 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.88 1.00
log10(A(MMI≥5)+1) 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.68 1.00
log10(A(MMI≥7.5)+1) 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.33 0.36 1.00
log10(A(PGA≥37 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.27 0.29 0.80
& PGV≥36)+1)
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For the maximum and the mean shaking values we can see in Table 2.3 the expected
decrease in correlation the further the area for the mean calculation is extended. Overall
PGA and PGV variables seem to correlate better than the MMI variables with the
two of them. With increasing area the correlation between the same variable mean
shaking variables for PGA and PGV is slowly increasing. On the other hand, the same
correlations between MMI and PGV are decreasing with area, and basically constant for
PGA and MMI. The difference in the correlations (0.77 vs. 0.36) of the area exposed
to the low and high MMI threshold with maximum MMI is surprisingly large. The
variables for the area exposed to the low and high shaking threshold for a given ground
motion parameter have a fairly low correlation, whereas the areas exposed to the low
(or high) threshold across ground motion parameters exhibit a much higher correlation.
Table 2.10 in Section 2.8 provides summary statistics of the different variables.
Every variable in Table 2.3 represents a different approach to summarize a shaking
profile. The question is now, would magnitude also be a valid approach to “summarize”
a shaking profile by providing a proxy for overall shaking? We can see in Table 2.4 that
magnitude does not correlate as well with the different variables as those do on average
with each other. The correlation between magnitude and the maximum shaking values
for example is between 0.26 and 0.42. Magnitude seems to contain less information
about the overall shaking profile than most of the other variables. Nevertheless, we can
see an increase in the correlation of mean shaking for an increase of the area.
Figure 2.11 takes a closer look at the relationship between magnitude and the max-
imum PGA. Since a scatter plot would be too full to be informative, and a scatter plot
with density shading wouldn’t be helpful either, because of the increase in observations
with decreasing magnitude, the figure illustrates the data with individual box-plots for
all earthquakes within .1 magnitude categories. Every individual box-plot represents
the distribution of the maximum PGA for all earthquakes in the dataset with that
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Table 2.4: Correlation between magnitude and different variables summarizing a ShakeMap
for all 12,388 earthquakes with magnitude 4.5 or higher and for the “restricted” sample after
excluding some zero-impact events.
All events Restricted sample
Max PGA 0.38 0.38
Mean PGA in 101km2 0.37 0.38
Mean PGA in 102km2 0.40 0.39
Mean PGA in 103km2 0.46 0.46
Mean PGA in 104km2 0.50 0.52
log10(A(PGA≥10)+1) 0.36 0.39
log10(A(PGA≥37.5)+1) 0.32 0.37
Max PGV 0.42 0.44
Mean PGV in 101km2 0.40 0.43
Mean PGV in 102km2 0.41 0.44
Mean PGV in 103km2 0.44 0.49
Mean PGV in 104km2 0.45 0.53
log10(A(PGV≥10)+1) 0.36 0.46
log10(A(PGV≥35)+1) 0.36 0.43
Max MMI 0.26 0.43
Mean MMI in 101km2 0.25 0.40
Mean MMI in 102km2 0.24 0.39
Mean MMI in 103km2 0.24 0.34
Mean MMI in 104km2 0.19 0.18
log10(A(MMI≥5)+1) 0.34 0.42
log10(A(MMI≥7.5)+1) 0.31 0.36
log10(A(PGA≥37 & PGV≥36)+1) 0.32 0.37
Observations 12,388 3,198
magnitude size. Our sample for magnitude 4.5 to 5.4 is biased due to data availability
and can therefore not be considered a general pattern. We can see that the mean of the
shaking value is relatively continuously increasing between magnitude 5.5 and about
7.5. For higher magnitudes we only have few observations and the data shows therefore
a more erratic pattern. Magnitude is clearly a crucial factor for shaking and the two
variables are positively correlated. However, strong shaking outliers are responsible for
the fact that this correlation is only 0.38. Furthermore, strong shaking events are the
ones that are particularly interesting from a social perspective, since they are more
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Figure 2.11: The distribution of shaking for events with the same magnitude. The upper
graph shows individual box-plots for all magnitudes in 0.1 increments. While a correlation
between the two measures exists (0.38), it is particularly low (0.23) among events that experi-
ence “strong shaking” (above 37.5%g). The lower graph shows the distribution of magnitude
in the dataset. The histogram shows a break at 5.5 because of data availability.
likely to cause impacts. Among earthquakes that have a maximum PGA above 37.5%g
the correlation between this variable and magnitude is even only 0.23. It can therefore
be concluded that magnitude is not a good proxy for surface shaking, particularly for
events with strong shaking. Magnitude is, however, more likely to be used as a proxy
for shaking of a strong shaking event, since those are more often studied.
Explaining impacts with different measures
The next step is to consider the correlation between the different measures and earth-
quake impacts based on impact data from the NGDC significant earthquake list. These
correlations are shown in Table 2.5. For the three maximum shaking values PGA has
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Table 2.5: Correlation between impacts and different variables.
log10 of log10 of log10 of
Fatalities+1 Fatalities Houses dest.
log10(Houses destroyed) 0.57 0.60 1.00
Magnitude 0.14 0.37 0.15
Max PGA 0.51 0.54 0.28
Mean PGA in 101km2 0.52 0.54 0.29
Mean PGA in 102km2 0.52 0.54 0.29
Mean PGA in 103km2 0.50 0.53 0.30
Mean PGA in 104km2 0.44 0.46 0.28
log10(A(PGA≥10)+1) 0.25 0.36 0.18
log10(A(PGV≥37.5)+1) 0.47 0.51 0.22
Max PGV 0.49 0.53 0.27
Mean PGV in 101km2 0.51 0.53 0.28
Mean PGV in 102km2 0.51 0.53 0.28
Mean PGV in 103km2 0.50 0.52 0.29
Mean PGV in 104km2 0.48 0.47 0.28
log10(A(PGV≥10)+1) 0.31 0.36 0.15
log10(A(PGV≥35)+1) 0.49 0.53 0.27
Max MMI 0.39 0.50 0.21
Mean MMI in 101km2 0.41 0.50 0.22
Mean MMI in 102km2 0.41 0.50 0.23
Mean MMI in 103km2 0.39 0.50 0.23
Mean MMI in 104km2 0.35 0.46 0.27
log10(A(MMI≥5)+1) 0.30 0.40 0.12
log10(A(MMI≥7.5)+1) 0.47 0.52 0.30
log10(A(PGA≥37 & PGV≥36)+1) 0.51 0.53 0.25
Observations 3,198 748 355
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the highest correlations with impacts. While there is no variable that performs best
overall, magnitude has particularly low correlations with impacts compared to the other
variables. The PGA variables on the other hand have most often the highest correla-
tions. The area exposed to the high shaking thresholds are relatively well correlated
with impacts, but these variables are very often equal to zero, if the threshold is not
reached by the event. This makes the high-threshold area not applicable for many
earthquakes and it is therefore not a very practical measure. The area exposed to the
low threshold does not perform well across ground motion parameters and impacts.
To make sure that the correlations are not just due to some other variables, we finally
apply the regression model from equation (2.3) separately for the different earthquake
size measures as the independent variable Xi and also separately for the different im-
pacts as the dependent variable Yi. The results from these regressions are summarized
in Table 2.6. It reports the coefficient β with its standard error in parentheses as well as
the R2 of the regression. For all regressions the coefficient of the corresponding earth-
quake size measure is highly significant. The main difference between the measures
comes from their ability for explain the variation in the impacts, the R2. Magnitude
achieves the lowest R2 for all impacts compared to all the other measures. Magnitude
is therefore not only a bad proxy for shaking, but it actually contains less information
about the impacts of an event compared to single-valued quantifications of shaking
profiles. Among the other measures there is again no clear best performing variable.
However, variables based on PGA achieve in most cases a higher R2 than the same
variable based on PGV or MMI. We will therefore here suggest the use of PGA as the
ground motion measure of choice. Furthermore, earthquake hazard maps are commonly
expressed in terms of PGA that will be exceeded at a particular probability within a
specific number of years. Representing the actual occurrence of shaking by PGA has
the advantage of unifying the way of risk communication and event specific communi-
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Table 2.6: Different earthquake size measures and their ability to estimate impacts. Each
row represents a separate regression for a different earthquake size measure as independent
variable and each of the three columns represents a different impact variable as the dependent
variable.
log10(Fatalities+1) log10(Fatalities) log10(Houses Destr.)
coefficient R2 coefficient R2 coefficient R2
Only controls - 0.12 - 0.07 - 0.09
Magnitude 0.276 0.16 0.632 0.26 0.564 0.19
(0.032) (0.049) (0.087)
Max PGA 0.017 0.38 0.019 0.40 0.016 0.24
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002)
Max PGV 0.015 0.36 0.018 0.40 0.014 0.22
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Max MMI 0.290 0.28 0.508 0.37 0.366 0.19
(0.018) (0.032) (0.054)
Mean PGA in 0.018 0.39 0.020 0.40 0.017 0.24
strongest 10km2 (0.001) (0.001) (0.002)
Mean PGV in 0.016 0.37 0.018 0.39 0.014 0.22
strongest 10km2 (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Mean MMI in 0.290 0.29 0.514 0.38 0.375 0.20
strongest 10km2 (0.018) (0.032) (0.054)
Mean PGA in 0.025 0.37 0.029 0.40 0.025 0.25
strongest 103km2 (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Mean PGV in 0.026 0.37 0.029 0.38 0.025 0.24
strongest 103km2 (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)
Mean MMI in 0.239 0.28 0.520 0.37 0.416 0.22
strongest 103km2 (0.016) (0.032) (0.053)
log10(A(PGA≥37.5)+1) 0.353 0.34 0.454 0.37 0.334 0.19
(0.022) (0.029) (0.049)
log10(A(PGV≥35)+1) 0.391 0.35 0.483 0.39 0.368 0.21
(0.024) (0.030) (0.050)
log10(A(MMI≥7.5)+1) 0.400 0.34 0.499 0.38 0.403 0.23
(0.025) (0.031) (0.050)
log10(A(PGA≥37 0.460 0.37 0.523 0.40 0.362 0.19
& PGV≥36)+1) (0.028) (0.032) (0.054)
Observations 3,154 745 354
Heteroscedasticity robust standard errors in parentheses. Country income category
dummies, log10 of population in strongest 1,000km
2, average annual seismicity in 2.5x2.5
degree area (expressed in PGA), a linear time trend and constant are included as controls
in each regression. Summary statistics of the variables are provided in Section 2.8.
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cation. Applying the same physical measure for hazard maps and earthquake events
reduces complexity and should therefore facilitate better understanding of earthquake
science. In earthquake engineering, building-specific measures are usually preferred,
but also PGA is often used as a measure for ground motion intensity [78].
Earthquake fatalities
Human fatalities are a particularly tragic impact of earthquakes and they are also one of
the most commonly studied ones. The literature on earthquake fatalities in seismology
commonly has the objective to provide methods for quick loss estimations for rapid
response [31]. The USGS PAGER tool for example applies country specific “human
fragility curves” assigning a fatality ratio to each shaking level [44]. These are event
level approaches that usually use MMI as ground motion parameter. On the other
hand, some literature discusses the global occurrence of earthquake fatalities over the
years and highlight the connection to urbanization and population growth [10;41].
We will here focus on the impact of earthquake fatalities and the earthquake mea-
sure of maximum PGA. A common graph in the literature on earthquake fatalities [10]
is a scatter plot of fatalities against magnitude. In Figure 2.12 we compare this graph
with a scatter plot of fatalities against maximum PGA as a representation of shaking.
Since the literature has argued that earthquake fatalities are increasing with popula-
tion growth [10], the figure also provides the dimension of population. Population (in
the strongest 100km2) can be considered to be on the z-axis of a 3D scatter plot, with
earthquake size on the x-axis and fatalities on the y-axis. The upper two graphs can
then be understood as a view of the xy-plane of this 3D plot, and the lower two graphs
of the corresponding xz-plane. The color of the scatters represents the level of fatalities.
We would expect events with higher shaking and higher population exposure to also
experience a higher level of fatalities. Haiti 2010 is an event that seems to have extraor-
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Figure 2.12: Fatalities and population exposed scattered against earthquake size for all
earthquakes with fatalities greater than zero in the dataset. Shaking has a higher correlation
with impacts than magnitude does.
dinarily high impacts for its magnitude (upper left panel), even when the population
exposure (lower left panel) is considered. However, if shaking is taken into considera-
tion (lower right panel), the high level of impacts is somewhat less surprising. On the
other hand, Peru 1974 is an event with high population exposure and surprisingly little
impacts, if only magnitude is considered. But it’s level of impacts is better understood,
when shaking is taken into account. Of course, shaking can not necessarily explain the
impacts of every event better than magnitude for various reasons. Corruption affecting
the enforcement of building codes has been argued to be a main driver for earthquake
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fatalities [4] and we would also expect the general ability of a country to respond to a
disaster to be relevant for fatalities (some people can be saved from under the rub-
ble). It is therefore unfortunately not unexpected that the five biggest outliers in terms
of low shaking causing high impacts are all events from Afghanistan, a low- income
country with many political problems that also often experiences earthquakes. If only
magnitude is considered as a measure for the strength of the earthquake, we would
underestimate how much social factors are responsible for the earthquake fatalities in
Afghanistan.
While non-shaking causes of earthquake fatalities do occur on a regular basis, they
are generally not the main cause of death (the 2004 Sumatra event is an exception). [64]
Nevertheless, such events could bias an analysis if the total number of deaths is used.
The fatalities reported here are estimates of only shaking related deaths from the NGDC
significant earthquake list.
Figure 2.13: Observed and fitted fatalities.
To illustrate our regression analysis we can take advantage of the Frisch-Waugh-
Lovell [59] theorem and scatter excess fatalities z against residualized magnitude, resid-
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ualized max PGA, and also residualized log10 of max PGA.
6 Figure 2.13 shows these
plots together with regular scatterplots of fatalities and the earthquake size measures.
The linear relationship, that is assumed with the regression approach, seems to be
better fulfilled by max PGA than log10 of max PGA.
The literature has already discussed the issue that population density is increasing
the total annual global earthquake fatalities over time. We can use our data to test
this. We apply the regression model on a subsample7 to achieve an unbiased time-trend
estimate. The population exposure variable takes the population growth over time into
account. We can therefore compare the time-trend coefficient for a regression with
and one without the population exposure variable. The coefficient of the time trend is
always negative and therefore suggests a reduction in earthquake fatalities for similar
events over time. This can be interpreted that we get better in preventing earthquake
fatalities, most likely because of improvements in the building stock. If we don’t include
the population exposure variable in the regression, the time trend coefficient implies a
reduction in fatalities of 0.78% per year, if population is considered this reduction is
by 0.91%. Over the course of forty years from 1973 to 2013 this implies we reduced
fatalities by 30.6% for similar events. Whereas ignoring the population factor would
otherwise only suggest an improvement by 27%. The size of this reduction is sensitive
to the sample choice, but including population exposure always results in a stronger




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Additional results and robustness checks
Table 2.7 provides detailed regression results for a number of regressions with fatalities
as the outcome variable of interest. We are using the sample of 3,154 events that include
zero-fatality events. The first six regressions compare different quantifications of the
earthquake size. Regression (1) does not include an earthquake size measure and is for
reference only. Regressions (2) and (3) are from the main regression model of equation
(2.3) for magnitude and max PGA and parts of those regression results where already
shown in Table 2.6. Regression (4) replaces the maximum PGA with the log10 of the
variable, but as Figure 2.13 already suggested, the variable itself performs better in
terms of R2 than the logarithm of the variable. In regressions (5) and (6) we allow for
a quadratic effect of magnitude and max PGA respectively. For magnitude adding the
quadratic component is significant and it also increase the R2 from 0.17 to 0.19, which
is nevertheless still much lower than the R2 of 0.38 for max PGA.
As already mentioned before, the coefficient for the linear time trend is always
negative. This suggests that we are with time increasingly able to prevent earthquake
fatalities. Yet another sign for the effectiveness of adaptation is the fact that the
coefficient of the average exposure is also negative. A local region that is more often
exposed to high shaking is better adapted to earthquakes and suffers relatively fewer
fatalities. In regressions (7) and (8) the different impact of shaking for countries that
are regularly exposed to earthquakes are compared by restricting the sample to the
respective subsets. We find that not only the regional exposure, but also the experience
on a country level with earthquakes results in a significant reduction of fatalities.
The local time of day when an earthquake occurs is often discussed as a crucial
6The excess fatalities z are the residuals from the regression of equation (2.3) without an earthquake
size measure Xi. The residualized earthquake size measures are similarly the residuals of regressing
the measure on the same variables.
7We only include events from 1973 or later with a magnitude of 4.5 or greater (6.5 or greater if
they are not from the significant earthquake list) and a max PGA of at least 10%g.
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factor in determining the number of fatalities for some events. It is most of the time
argued that earthquakes at night cause more fatalities because most people are indoors
and asleep, hence they are less able to get themselves to safety. In regression (9) we add
a dummy for whether the event occurred at night (between 22h and 5h). Surprisingly,
whether an event occurs at night or during the day is not significant in explaining
earthquakes on a global level. This result is robust to adjusting the night begin and
end thresholds and also to including separate dummies for different parts of the day.
In regression (10) we change the population exposure variable from a definition based
on area (strongest 1,000km2) to a definition based on shaking (exposed to at least 50%
of the maximum PGA).
Finally, we also find that low income countries experience on average more fatalities
and high (and very-high) income countries experience on average fewer fatalities. Sur-
prisingly, lower middle income countries experience also on average significantly fewer
fatalities than upper middle-income countries. This could be due to the fact that in-
creasing building quality at a low level often implies that buildings are actually less
earthquake resistant [58].
Tables 2.8 and 2.9 show the regression results for the robustness checks separately
for maximum PGA and magnitude as the earthquake size measure. We find that the
results are robust to restricting the sample to a random 50% subsample, clustering on
income category, including a fixed effect for and clustering on (i) whether a country
has a regular earthquake exposure, (ii) the grid-region (2.5x2.5 degree grid cell), and
(iii) the decade. Finally, in regression (6) of the two tables we also allow for spatially
autocorrelated error terms.
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Table 2.8: Regression results for robustness checks with max PGA as earthquake size mea-
sure.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Max PGA 0.018*** 0.017*** 0.017* 0.017*** 0.017*** 0.017***
(0.001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)
log10(Pop. in 0.164*** 0.170** 0.170* 0.194*** 0.169*** 0.170***
strong. 103km2) (0.017) (0.043) (0.025) (0.041) (0.024) (0.026)
Average -0.018*** -0.018*** -0.017** -0.012*** -0.017*** -0.018***
exposure (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.004) (0.002) (0.004)
Income cat. FE Yes Yes & Clust. Yes Yes Yes Yes
-low-income 0.408** 0.381*** 0.378 0.181** 0.383** 0.381*
(0.173) (0.002) (0.378) (0.068) (0.112) (0.220)
-lower middle-inc. -0.179*** -0.169*** -0.169* -0.105 -0.164** -0.169**
(0.039) (0.012) (0.018) (0.124) (0.043) (0.068)
-upper middle-inc. - - - - - -
-high-income -0.263*** -0.249*** -0.249** -0.345** -0.256*** -0.249***
(0.043) (0.010) (0.004) (0.128) (0.047) (0.064)
-very high-income -0.334*** -0.314*** -0.314* -0.258*** -0.312*** -0.314***
(0.048) (0.014) (0.031) (0.083) (0.067) (0.084)
Year -0.005*** -0.004** -0.004** -0.004*** -0.004 -0.004***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.001) (0.008) (0.001)
Constant 8.647*** 8.178** 8.174* 7.283*** 8.251 8.178***
(2.717) (2.522) (0.779) (2.298) (16.480) (2.845)
Reg. Exposure FE No No Yes & Clust. No No No
Grid FE No No No Yes & Clust. No No
Decade FE No No No No Yes & Clust. No
Spatial corr. error No No No No No Yes
Rand. 50% samp. Yes
Observations 1,577 3,154 3,154 3,154 3,154 3,154
R2 0.409 0.381 0.381 0.414 0.388 0.381
rmse 0.576 0.564 0.564 0.550 0.561 0.564
2.7 Conclusions and discussion
This work provides a discussion of the natural phenomenon of earthquakes that can
help social scientists in choosing an earthquake quantification. Social scientists should
focus on the natural hazard of strong ground motion when conducting research on
earthquake impacts and not use magnitude or impacts as earthquake size measures.
While qualitative intensity scales are for many applications sufficient, it is important
to be aware of its pitfalls. Particularly when adaptation over long time periods (e.g.
changes in building codes) might be of interest, it is not reasonable to compare qual-
itative intensity maps. We have also introduced an approach to compare individual
events by plotting the shaking profile and the exposure curves.
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Table 2.9: Regression results for robustness checks with magnitude as earthquake size mea-
sure.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Magnitude 0.293*** 0.276*** 0.278** 0.362*** 0.266*** 0.276***
(0.048) (0.041) (0.010) (0.087) (0.019) (0.048)
log10(Pop. in 0.194*** 0.203** 0.201 0.209*** 0.200*** 0.203***
strong. 103km2) (0.022) (0.059) (0.034) (0.058) (0.019) (0.034)
Average -0.019*** -0.018*** -0.017*** -0.012** -0.018*** -0.018***
exposure (0.003) (0.001) (0.000) (0.005) (0.002) (0.005)
Income cat. FE Yes Yes & Clust. Yes Yes Yes Yes
-low-income 0.364** 0.322*** 0.278 -0.089 0.327** 0.322*
(0.184) (0.011) (0.288) (0.172) (0.117) (0.181)
-lower middle-inc. -0.338*** -0.287*** -0.291** -0.192 -0.280*** -0.287***
(0.051) (0.014) (0.019) (0.158) (0.048) (0.110)
-upper middle-inc. - - - - - -
-high-income -0.357*** -0.304*** -0.309** -0.378* -0.309*** -0.304***
(0.058) (0.005) (0.008) (0.179) (0.037) (0.100)
-very high-income -0.318*** -0.251*** -0.253* -0.169 -0.245** -0.251**
(0.055) (0.004) (0.035) (0.189) (0.064) (0.121)
Year -0.007*** -0.005* -0.005** -0.004* -0.008 -0.005***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.000) (0.002) (0.013) (0.002)
Constant 11.324*** 8.624 8.532** 4.814 14.909 8.624**
(3.299) (4.056) (0.550) (3.769) (25.317) (3.422)
Reg. Exposure FE No No Yes & Clust. No No No
Grid FE No No No Yes & Clust. No No
Decade FE No No No No Yes & Clust. No
Spatial corr. error No No No No No Yes
Rand. 50% samp. Yes
Observations 1,577 3,154 3,154 3,154 3,154 3,154
R2 0.175 0.165 0.166 0.255 0.175 0.165
rmse 0.681 0.656 0.655 0.620 0.652 0.656
A main result of this work is that large magnitude earthquakes don’t necessarily
cause much larger strong ground motion than a medium range magnitude event might
cause. We find a correlation of only 0.38 between magnitude and maximum PGA. The
objective of this work is not to provide the best model to estimate impacts for a given
event, but to compare the explanatory power of different earthquake quantifications.
We have shown that magnitude should not be used as a proxy for overall ground shaking,
since its explanatory power of impacts is much lower compared to measures based on
shaking. Variables based on peak ground acceleration perform on average better than
variables based on PGV or MMI. Particularly the maximum PGA and the mean PGA
in the strongest 10km2 are highly correlated with impacts. We suggest here the use of
PGA for quantifying shaking. This has the additional advantage that it would simplify
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the communication of earthquake risk. Since earthquake hazard maps are commonly
expressed in terms of PGA that will be exceeded at a particular probability within a
specific number of years, representing the actual occurrence of shaking also by PGA
would simplify risk communication.
We find that adaptation is effective in three separate ways. First, earthquake fatali-
ties are generally decreasing over time (and even stronger so when population exposure
is considered). This can be interpreted as a global improvement in building codes and
other relevant preparation for earthquakes. Second, local regions that are often exposed
to high shaking events experience fewer fatalities. This suggests that expected events
cause relatively fewer fatalities than unexpected events and hence that adaptation pre-
venting impacts in regions that know about their risk. Finally, countries that have a
regular exposure to earthquakes have fewer fatalities for the same level of shaking.
We can also confirm previous results [49] that low-income countries suffer on average
higher fatalities from similar events and high-income countries have on average fewer
fatalities.
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2.8 Supplementary figures and tables
Table 2.10: Summary statistics of different variables summarizing a ShakeMap for all 12,388
events with magnitude 4.5 or greater.
Param. Variable Zero obs. Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
Magnitude 0 5.79 0.62 4.50 9.50
PGA max 878 14.67 15.58 0.00 263.50
PGA mean in 10 km2 878 13.99 15.23 0.00 256.23
PGA mean in 100 km2 878 12.40 13.96 0.00 234.70
PGA mean in 1,000 km2 878 8.91 10.48 0.00 158.70
PGA mean in 10,000 km2 878 4.12 5.53 0.00 105.99
PGA log10(A(PGA≥10)) 5,196 1.53 1.49 0.00 5.28
PGA log10(A(PGA≥37.5)) 11,774 0.11 0.54 0.00 4.53
PGV max 878 11.64 15.75 0.00 329.78
PGV mean in 10 km2 878 10.87 15.09 0.00 322.19
PGV mean in 100 km2 878 9.18 13.02 0.00 229.62
PGV mean in 1,000 km2 878 6.18 9.15 0.00 158.61
PGV mean in 10,000 km2 878 2.83 4.71 0.00 82.52
PGV log10(A(PGV≥10)) 7,746 0.93 1.37 0.00 5.56
PGV log10(A(PGV≥35)) 11,734 0.10 0.50 0.00 4.74
MMI max 878 5.10 1.91 0.00 10.00
MMI mean in 10 km2 878 4.98 1.93 0.00 10.00
MMI mean in 100 km2 878 4.74 1.91 0.00 10.00
MMI mean in 1,000 km2 878 4.21 1.86 0.00 9.98
MMI mean in 10,000 km2 878 3.17 1.80 0.00 8.98
MMI log10(A(MMI≥5)) 4,773 1.61 1.51 0.00 5.80
MMI log10(A(MMI≥7.5)) 11,644 0.11 0.50 0.00 4.50
log10(A(PGA≥37 & PGV≥36)) 12,004 0.07 0.42 0.00 4.37
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Table 2.11: Summary statistics for data used in regressions explaining fatalities, including
observations with zero fatalities.
Variable Obs Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
log10(Fatalities+1) 3,154 0.29 0.72 0.00 5.50
Fatalities 3,154 397 7,683 0 316,000
Magnitude 3,154 6.40 0.56 4.50 9.50
Max PGA 3,154 27.34 21.16 1.47 263.50
Max PGV 3,154 22.76 23.76 0.70 329.78
Max MMI 3,154 6.47 1.01 3.38 10.00
Mean PGA in 10km2 3,154 26.22 20.87 0.11 256.23
Mean PGV in 10km2 3,154 21.19 22.95 0.18 322.19
Mean MMI in 10km2 3,154 6.34 1.04 0.19 10.00
Mean PGA in 1,000km2 3,154 18.00 14.87 0.00 158.70
Mean PGV in 1,000km2 3,154 12.55 14.12 0.00 158.61
Mean MMI in 1,000km2 3,154 5.51 1.19 0.00 9.98
log10(A(PGA≥37.5)) 3,154 0.38 0.96 0.00 4.53
log10(A(PGV≥35)) 3,154 0.35 0.90 0.00 4.74
log10(A(MMI≥7.5)) 3,154 0.33 0.86 0.00 4.50
log10(A(PGA≥37 & PGV≥36)) 3,154 0.26 0.78 0.00 4.37
Log10(Population) 3,154 4.33 0.89 -4.31 6.59
Population 3,154 91,372 240,424 0 3,887,270
Log10(Pop. in 50% max PGA) 3,109 4.45 1.04 -1.29 7.59
Pop. in 50% max PGA 3,154 272,444 1,339,056 0 38,800,000
Average Exposure 3,154 8.57 5.86 0.00 25.23
Year 3,154 1995 12.56 1960 2016
PGA is measured in %g and PGV in cm/s2. MMI is represented by ten different
categories I-X. Population is calculated in strongest 1,000km2. Average exposure
is defined as annual mean PGA in 2.5x2.5 degree area.
Table 2.12: Table for data used in regressions explaining fatalities, including observations
with zero fatalities.
Regular Exp.
Country income category No Yes Total
upper middle-income 62 883 945
low-income 37 46 83
lower middle-income 82 1,414 1,496
high-income 17 232 249
very-high-income 20 361 381
Total 218 2,936 3,154
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Table 2.13: Summary statistics for data used in regressions explaining fatalities.
Variable Obs Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
log10(Fatalities) 745 1.11 1.10 0.00 5.50
Fatalities 745 1,682 15,748 1.00 316,000
Magnitude 745 6.34 0.83 4.50 9.50
Max PGA 745 39.22 33.70 1.47 263.50
Max PGV 745 35.76 36.38 0.70 329.78
Max MMI 745 6.95 1.24 3.38 10.00
Mean PGA in 10km2 745 38.40 32.84 1.46 256.23
Mean PGV in 10km2 745 34.38 35.31 0.70 322.19
Mean MMI in 10km2 745 6.90 1.23 3.38 10.00
Mean PGA in 1,000km2 745 26.54 22.32 1.27 158.70
Mean PGV in 1,000km2 745 20.82 21.36 0.54 158.61
Mean MMI in 1,000km2 745 6.18 1.22 2.62 9.98
log10(A(PGA≥37.5)) 745 0.92 1.37 0.00 4.53
log10(A(PGV≥35)) 745 0.86 1.32 0.00 4.74
log10(A(MMI≥7.5)) 745 0.81 1.26 0.00 4.50
log10(A(PGA≥37 & PGV≥36)) 745 0.70 1.22 0.00 4.37
Log10(Population) 745 4.73 0.70 1.77 6.59
Population 745 172,981 383,413 59 3,887,270
Log10(Pop. in 50% max PGA) 745 4.96 0.81 2.41 7.39
Pop. in 50% max PGA 745 478,285 1,613,521 254 24,600,000
Average exposure 745 6.49 5.38 0.00 25.23
Year 745 1994 13.35 1960 2016
PGA is measured in %g and PGV in cm/s2. MMI is represented by ten different
categories I-X. Population is calculated in strongest 1,000km2. Average exposure
is defined as annual mean PGA in 2.5x2.5 degree area.
Table 2.14: Table for data used in regressions explaining fatalities.
Regular Exp.
Country income category No Yes Total
upper middle-income 38 329 367
low-income 17 35 52
lower middle-income 33 172 205
high-income 9 34 43
very-high-income 2 76 78
Total 99 646 745
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Table 2.15: Summary statistics for data used in regressions explaining houses destroyed.
Variable Obs Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
log10(Houses destroyed) 354 2.85 1.30 0.00 6.73
Houses destroyed 354 33,194 292,765 1.00 5,360,000
Magnitude 354 6.17 0.85 4.50 9.50
Max PGA 354 37.43 33.77 1.47 238.12
Max PGV 354 34.33 37.83 0.70 329.78
Max MMI 354 6.84 1.27 3.38 10.00
Mean PGA in 10km2 354 36.61 32.81 1.46 215.73
Mean PGV in 10km2 354 33.10 36.69 0.70 322.19
Mean MMI in 10km2 354 6.79 1.26 3.38 10.00
Mean PGA in 1,000km2 354 25.31 22.90 1.27 147.27
Mean PGV in 1,000km2 354 19.52 21.02 0.61 119.88
Mean MMI in 1,000km2 354 6.06 1.23 3.29 9.65
log10(A(PGA≥37.5)) 354 0.88 1.35 0.00 4.33
log10(A(PGV≥35)) 354 0.81 1.32 0.00 4.58
log10(A(MMI≥7.5)) 354 0.79 1.27 0.00 4.50
log10(A(PGA≥37 & PGV≥36)) 354 0.67 1.22 0.00 4.23
Log10(Population) 354 4.71 0.72 1.14 6.56
Population 354 166,302 383,549 14 3,653,233
Log10(Pop. in 50% max PGA) 354 4.86 0.78 2.44 7.19
Pop. in 50% max PGA 354 353,168 1,158,918 273 15,400,000
Average exposure 354 5.72 4.76 0.04 25.23
Year 354 1999 11.51 1960 2016
PGA is measured in %g and PGV in cm/s2. MMI is represented by ten different
categories I-X. Population is calculated in strongest 1,000km2. Average exposure
is defined as annual mean PGA in 2.5x2.5 degree area.
Table 2.16: Table for data used in regressions explaining houses destroyed.
Regular Exp.
Country income category No Yes Total
upper middle-income 13 171 184
low-income 10 13 23
lower middle-income 18 76 94
high-income 2 19 21
very-high-income 2 30 32
Total 45 309 354
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Table 2.17: Number of earthquakes by country of shaking center location based on PGA. If
the country experienced an earthquake on average at least every other year between 1975 and
2015, it is defined to have a regular exposure. Only events that caused shaking are included
in the list, however two events are missing because they only caused shaking on very small
islands without country assignment by GPW.
Magnitude Regular
Country Total < 4.5 ≥ 4.5 exposure
Afghanistan 77 0 77 1
Albania 8 0 8 0
Algeria 30 1 29 0
Angola 4 0 4 0
Antigua and Barbuda 6 0 6 0
Arab Rep. Egypt 7 1 6 0
Argentina 141 0 141 1
Armenia 3 0 3 0
Australia 51 1 50 1
Azerbaijan 8 0 8 0
Bangladesh 18 0 18 0
Barbados 3 0 3 0
Belgium 3 0 3 0
Bhutan 6 0 6 0
Bolivia 31 0 31 0
Bosnia and Herzegovina 6 0 6 0
Botswana 1 0 1 0
Brazil 22 0 22 0
British Virgin Islands 3 0 3 0
Bulgaria 4 0 4 0
Burundi 1 0 1 0
Cameroon 3 0 3 0
Canada 83 23 60 1
Cayman Islands 3 0 3 0
Central African Republic 5 0 5 0
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Chile 554 1 553 1
China 587 1 586 1
Colombia 88 0 88 1
Costa Rica 58 0 58 1
Croatia 4 0 4 0
Cuba 8 0 8 0
Cyprus 9 0 9 0
Czech Republic 8 0 8 0
Dem. People’s Rep. Korea 4 0 4 0
Dem. Rep. Congo 41 0 41 1
Djibouti 10 0 10 0
Dominica 1 0 1 0
Dominican Republic 16 0 16 0
Ecuador 73 0 73 1
El Salvador 39 0 39 0
Equatorial Guinea 5 0 5 0
Eritrea 5 0 5 0
Estonia 1 0 1 0
Ethiopia 22 0 22 0
FYR Macedonia 5 0 5 0
Fed. Sts. Micronesia 21 0 21 0
Fiji 133 0 133 1
France 11 2 9 0
French Guiana 1 0 1 0
French Polynesia 1 1 0 0
Gabon 2 0 2 0
Georgia 12 0 12 0
Germany 16 0 16 0
Greece 114 0 114 1
Greenland 1 0 1 0
Guadeloupe 8 0 8 0
Guam 31 0 31 0
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Guatemala 89 0 89 1
Guinea 1 0 1 0
Haiti 7 0 7 0
Honduras 18 0 18 0
Hungary 2 0 2 0
Iceland 16 0 16 0
India 280 2 278 1
Indonesia 1,627 0 1,627 1
Iraq 37 0 37 1
Islamic Rep. Iran 238 0 238 1
Italy 63 1 62 1
Jamaica 4 0 4 0
Japan 815 0 815 1
Jordan 3 0 3 0
Kazakhstan 75 0 75 1
Kenya 3 0 3 0
Kosovo 1 0 1 0
Kuwait 3 0 3 0
Kyrgyz Republic 24 0 24 0
Lao PDR 7 0 7 0
Lebanon 2 0 2 0
Liberia 1 0 1 0
Libya 4 0 4 0
Madagascar 4 0 4 0
Malawi 6 0 6 0
Malaysia 5 0 5 0
Martinique 3 0 3 0
Mauritius 1 0 1 0
Mexico 353 32 321 1
Mongolia 15 0 15 0
Montenegro 3 0 3 0
Morocco 10 0 10 0
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Mozambique 8 0 8 0
Myanmar 68 0 68 1
Namibia 3 0 3 0
Nepal 21 0 21 0
New Caledonia 30 0 30 0
New Zealand 227 0 227 1
Nicaragua 50 0 50 1
Nigeria 1 0 1 0
Northern Mariana Islands 56 0 56 0
Norway 3 0 3 0
Oman 1 0 1 0
Pakistan 124 0 124 1
Panama 56 0 56 1
Papua New Guinea 807 1 806 1
Paraguay 2 0 2 0
Peru 231 0 231 1
Philippines 508 0 508 1
Poland 41 0 41 1
Portugal 12 0 12 0
Puerto Rico 7 0 7 0
RB Venezuela 40 0 40 1
Rep. Congo 3 0 3 0
Rep. Korea 6 0 6 0
Rep. Yemen 12 0 12 0
Romania 12 0 12 0
Russian Federation 365 0 365 1
Rwanda 2 0 2 0
Saint Helena 2 0 2 0
Samoa 7 0 7 0
Saudi Arabia 3 0 3 0
Serbia 8 1 7 0
Slovenia 3 0 3 0
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Solomon Islands 436 0 436 1
Somalia 3 0 3 0
South Africa 177 2 175 1
South Sudan 52 0 52 0
Spain 21 2 19 0
Sudan 2 0 2 0
Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands 3 0 3 0
Swaziland 1 0 1 0
Sweden 1 0 1 0
Switzerland 5 0 5 0
Syrian Arab Republic 1 0 1 0
Tajikistan 22 0 22 0
Tanzania 19 0 19 0
Thailand 2 0 2 0
Timor-Leste 12 0 12 0
Tonga 320 0 320 1
Trinidad and Tobago 11 0 11 0
Tunisia 5 0 5 0
Turkey 134 3 131 1
Turkmenistan 7 0 7 0
Uganda 3 0 3 0
United Kingdom 7 0 7 0
United States 3,033 2,138 895 1
Uzbekistan 16 0 16 0
Vanuatu 516 0 516 1
Vietnam 6 0 6 0
Wallis and Futuna Islands 12 0 12 0
Zambia 31 0 31 0
Zimbabwe 8 0 8 0
Total 13,721 2,213 11,508 0
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Chapter 3
Public Health Impacts of
Earthquake Shaking in California
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3.1 Introduction
Earthquakes have been shown to cause significant mental health [62] and general health
impacts [53] in terms of PTSD and depression [70], [75], cardiovascular events [51], birth
outcomes [83], and other impacts. Most studies however apply inadequate earthquake
measures and usually only consider individual events. Psychological stress and trauma
are considered to be cumulative and repeated exposure to ground shaking should there-
fore leave an even stronger mark on people’s psychology. There has been so far only
limited literature on the impacts of repeated exposure to ground shaking.
Stress triggers behavioral and physical responses. [24] At extreme high levels it be-
comes toxic stress, which disrupts brain architecture and affects organs. [80] The impacts
of psychological stress are numerous (e.g. depression, hypogonadism, immunosuppres-
sion, chronic disease [24]) and also include adverse birth outcomes [72]. There are two
pathways for how psychological stress causes impacts: (i) by accumulating damage
over time, and (ii) via biological embedding (epigenetics). [80]
A previous study has analyzed injuries from earthquakes in California by using
PGA as a ground motion measure and household surveys to determine injuries. [79]
Their results suggest an increase of injuries by a factor of 1.3 if PGA increases by
10%g. Here we investigate a potential correlation between surface shaking measured
by PGA - as suggested in Chapter 2 - and several outcomes that can be connected
with an increased level of psychological stress for the case of California. California
is a region that regularly experiences earthquakes. Unsurprisingly, it is also a region
that receives particular attention from the USGS (e.g. ShakeOut scenario [46] or real
time forecasts [34]) and the ShakeMap data for California is particularly good in terms
of quality and quantity, which makes it a good candidate for a more detailed impact
analysis.
The shaking data also allows for the unique opportunity to investigate the impacts
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of a random stressor (shaking). Taking advantage of the data set representing all
relevant shaking in the region, allows us to analyze the impact of repeated exposure
to ground shaking. Furthermore, the relative importance of frequency and intensity of
ground shaking in explaining impacts will be considered. Unfortunately, high quality
health data on an individual level is generally not easily available and this work suffers
from the use of data that is aggregated at the ZIP code (or even county) level. We
are considering impacts on mortality, fertility, birth outcomes, and also the number of
marriage licenses issued, which would imply behavioral changes.
3.2 Data
County and ZIP level data
Public health data from the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) on birth
outcomes1, mortality2, and marriage licenses3 is here used as the data source for out-
come variables that can be affected by psychological stress.
The CDPH provides annual birth data aggregated on a ZIP code level from 1989 to
2012. The ZIP code level data includes the total number of live births (based on the
mother’s residence at the time of delivery) as well as variables for the number of live
births by race/ethnic group of mother, age of mother, and also by infant birth weight,
and trimester in which prenatal care started. The birth weight outcomes are grouped
by “very low birth weight” for below 1500g, “low birth weight” for below 2500g (but at
least 1500g), and “normal birth weight” for at least 2500g. The data is aggregated on
a cohort level and therefore lacks the detailed information contained in individual level
data. However, individual level data with more detailed spatial reference information
1cdph.ca.gov/data/statistics/Pages/BirthProfilesbyZIPCode.aspx (accessed on 3/26/17)
2cdph.ca.gov/data/statistics/Pages/DeathProfilesbyZIPCode.aspx (accessed on 3/26/17)
3cdph.ca.gov/data/statistics/Pages/OHIRMarriageData.aspx (accessed on 3/26/17)
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than state is not easily available. The definitions of the race/ethnicity categories were
changed in 2000 to allow for more detail. Data is only provided if there were at least 5
live births. We will therefore set the total number of births for these missing variables
to zero to avoid losing these data points.
The mortality data is similar to the birth data aggregated on a ZIP code level from
1989 to 2012. It contains the total number of deaths (based on the decedents residence)
in each ZIP code and year as well as number of deaths disaggregated by gender, age
categories4, and cause of death. Only the leading causes of death are listed, and they
vary from year to year. In 1999 the cause of death classification was switched from
the Ninth Revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9) to the tenth
revision (ICD-10). The following causes of death are represented in the data for at least
one year: Diseases of the Heart (HTD), Malignant Neoplasms (CAN), Cerebrovascular
Disease (STK), Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (CPD), Pneumonia and In-
fluenza (PNF), Unintentional Injuries (INJ), Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AID), Homicide (HOM), Chronic Liver Disease and Cirrhosis (LIV), Suicide (SUI), Di-
abetes Mellitus (DIA), Chronic Lower Respiratory Disease (CLD), Alzheimer’s Disease
(ALZ), Essential Hypertension and Hypertensive Renal Disease (HYP), and Nephritis,
Nephrotic Syndrome and Nephrosis (NEP). Data is only provided if there were at least
5 deaths. As with the birth data we will set the total number of deaths for these missing
variables to zero.
The CDPH also provides data on marriage licenses issued per county on a monthly
basis between January 2006 and October 2014. The numbers are based on the county
where the marriage license is issued. Marriages may be performed in a different county
than the one in which the license was issued and they are valid for 90 days. The data
does report a zero when no licenses were issued and an indicator for 1 - 15 licenses.
4The age categories are: under 1, 1 to 4, then in increments of 10 years until 84, and the last group
is 85 or older.
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Detailed numbers are only reported when more than 15 marriage licenses were issued.
We will set all observations between 1 and 15 equal to 7.5.
Spatial data and aggregation to county and ZIP level
Since ZIP code level population counts are only available for very few years and a
spatial disaggregation of population would be beneficial particularly for the county
level analysis, we are using the GPW gridded population [19;18] data (see Chapter 1 for
a description of the data). This, however, requires a “redrawing” of the county and zip
shapes to conform with the resolution of the GPW data.
The US Census Bureau5 provides shapefiles for zip code area and county area defi-
nitions. We are using the county shapefile version cb 2013 us county 20m and the zip
version cb 2013 us zcta510 500k. Each grid cell in the GPW data is assigned to the
county/zip code that its center falls into according to those shapefiles. A number of
ZIP codes are so small that no grid cell is assigned to them and they are left out of our
analysis6. This affects 27 of the 1,768 Californian ZIP codes represented in the shape-
file.7 Comparison with census data from the year 2000 shows that 17 of them have no
population (or are not even represented in the census), and only 3 have a population
of more than 400 people8. The average population in a ZIP code in California in 2000
(including zero population zip codes) was 19,279 according to the 2000 census data.
5www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-cart-boundary.html (accessed on 3/27/17)
6This is not an issue for the 58 counties since they are larger in size than the ZIP code areas.
7The number of ZIP codes in California is not the same across the different data sets. The CDPH
mortality data has 1,918 ZIP codes, birth data has 2,041 ZIP codes, the shapefile has 1,768 ZIP codes,
and the 2010 census data has 1,757 ZIP codes. At www.zipcodestogo.com/California/ (accessed on
4/3/17) we can even find 2,657 different ZIP codes. The discrepancies are most likely due to small ZIP
codes not being considered relevant for certain data sets. For example the average monthly number
of deaths is 9.8 for ZIP codes that are not in the shapefile, but 135.4 among ZIP codes that are. We
are resticting our analysis to ZIP codes that are represented in the shapefile, since we can only assign
shaking to these areas.
8The three ZIP codes are 90067 (Century City, West Los Angeles population of 2,524), 90742
(Sunset Beach, population of 1,097), and 95113 (Downtown San Jose, population of 543).
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Figure 3.1: California map of population in 2010 and county borders as well as ZIP code
borders.
We can therefore assume that leaving these 10 ZIP codes out of the analysis will not
significantly affect the results. Population numbers are estimated for the years without
GPW data by assuming an exponential growth model similar to the approach applied
in Chapter 1. We thus have annual population maps at a resolution of 1/120 of a degree
for ZIP codes and counties in California between 1973 and 2016.
For our analysis, we need to identify rural, urban and unpopulated areas. For
simplicity and to avoid potential issues with inconsistent area definitions, we will define
these areas based on the population data from 2010 and use the same areas across
years. Grid cells with a 2010 population density of under 1 person per km2 are defined
as unpopulated. To get a population density threshold to distinguish between urban
and rural, we are using the kmeans clustering algorithm to identify a natural break of
the population density at 1,750 people per km2 in the populated region of California.
Grid cells above the threshold of 1,750 people per km2 are defined as urban and grid
cells below the threshold are defined as rural. Figure 3.1 shows a map of the 2010
population as well as the county and ZIP code shapes.
We are using the ShakeMap data set from Chapter 1 for the years 1973 to 2016 as
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Figure 3.2: ZIP code level data overview. The three maps show (i) the average number of
births, (ii) the average number of deaths, and (iii) the average shaking exposure for each ZIP
code based on monthly data from 1989 to 2012.
the source of the earthquake exposure data. Different than in the analysis of Chapter
2, the geographic bias of the ShakeMap data set for weaker events is here not a concern
for two reasons. First, we are restricting our analysis to California and there is no
reason to believe that the coverage of different parts of California in terms of ShakeMap
production would be systematically different. Moreover, the regression analysis in this
Chapter will include region-level fixed effects, which would control for such a bias in
the data. As suggested in Chapter 2, we are using the peak ground acceleration (PGA)
maps for our analysis. For each county and ZIP code region we create annual and
monthly shaking grids at the same resolution as the population data by calculating the
maximum PGA value in a grid cell over the respective year or month. Moreover, to
address the difference between frequency and intensity of shaking we also create maps
of the number of events that exceeded 10%g at each location.
To aggregate the spatial shaking grids, we calculate the spatial mean shaking in (i)
the entire region, (ii) the populated part of the region, (iii) the urban part of the region,
and (iv) the rural part of the region. Additionally we also calculate the population
weighted mean shaking in each region.
Finally we combine the shaking data with the mortality, birth, and marriage license
data. This results in a data set with 1,643 ZIP codes for the mortality data, 1,656
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Figure 3.3: County level data overview. The maps show (i) the average number of marriage
licenses issued, and (ii) the average shaking exposure for each county code based on monthly
data from 2006 to 2014.
ZIP codes for the birth data, and 58 counties for the marriage license data. Figure 3.2
shows the average number of births and deaths per month and ZIP code as well as the
average monthly shaking exposure.
3.3 Empirical approach
We are applying different regression models for the different outcome variables consid-
ered. The first model uses the number of deaths Mi,t in a ZIP code i and year t as the
dependent variable Yi,t. We are not using mortality rate, since the population estimate
Pi,t that we calculate from the GPW data is relatively crude, and the number of deaths
can sometimes exceed the estimated total population. Instead we include a control
variable for population. The coefficient of that variable can be viewed as a general
mortality rate and we allow for this mortality rate to differ across eight different ZIP
code regions R(i) (see Figure 3.4). The use of the different GPW versions (GPWv3 and
GPWv4) results in a jump in the population data from 1999 to 2000 due to changes
in data quality. To account for this we allow for different mortality rates in each ZIP
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Figure 3.4: ZIP code regions defined by second (and third) digit of the ZIP code. The
regression models allow for different time trends as well as mortality and birth rates in those
regions.
region before and after the year 2000. We define M(t) = 1 + 1t≥2000. To account for
systematic differences between the ZIP codes, we include ZIP code fixed effects γi and
we also allow for a ZIP region specific quadratic time trend δR(i)t+ θR(i)t
2. As a varia-
tion of the model we also use year fixed effects, which does not change the results in a
significant way. Finally, we are interested in the coefficients βτ of the shaking exposure
Si,t−τ .




βτSi,t−τ + εi,t (3.1)
We are using different approaches to quantify the shaking exposure in a given year:
(i) area weighted shaking, (ii) population weighted shaking, (iii) area weighted shaking
restricted to the populated area, and (iv) area weighted shaking restricted to the urban
area. The population weighted shaking represents the average exposure of a person
and is affected by zoning regulations and people’s choices on where to live which again
might be affected by hazard maps. Since shaking can affect mortality not just in the
year of its occurrence but potentially also in subsequent years, we include lags of the
shaking variable. Moreover, also leads are included for testing purposes.
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To address the difference between frequency and intensity of shaking we also apply
a model where the average shaking exposure is replaced by two other measures rep-
resenting the number of events NQi,t and a dummy for whether a big event occurred
Bi,t.







φτBi,t−τ + εi,t (3.2)
The number of events NQi,t is defined as the spatial mean of the maps displaying
the number of events at each location that caused shaking stronger than 10%g. A big
event is defined to have occurred, if the population weighted shaking exposure exceeds
10%g.
Besides the total number of deaths, we also use the share of a particular group
of deaths M̃i,t (such as an age group or a particular cause of death) with respect to
the total deaths as the outcome variable. In this case we don’t need to include the
population in the model and we are using year fixed effects instead of time trends.
M̃i,t
Mi,t
= Yi,t = α + γi + θt +
n∑
τ=0
βτSi,t−τ + εi,t (3.3)
For the total number of live births (here interpreted as a measure of fertility) we
adopt a similar model as for the total number of deaths described in equations (3.1)
and (3.2). To analyze the adverse birth outcomes we use the share of low birth weight
outcomes Li,t with respect to the total number of births Bi,t as dependent variable.
9 In
this model we include year and ZIP code fixed effects as well as a number of controls
based on the variables provided by the CDPH, like mothers race and age or when
prenatal care started. These variables are also included as shares of the total number
of births. For the low birth weight outcomes we are interested in how in-utero exposure
to shaking might affect this variable. We therefore have to define an in-utero exposure
9This allows us to define two different variables: (i) the share of very low birth weight outcomes
(under 1500g), and (ii) the share of low birth weight outcomes (under 2500g) including the very low
birth weight outcomes.
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= Yi,t = α + γi + θt + ηXi,t +
n∑
κ=1
βτE(i, t, κ) + εi,t (3.4)
We are also applying different approaches to quantify the in-utero exposure, consist-
ing of one (κ = 1) to five (κ = 5) separate variables. Since the birth data is aggregated
on an annual basis, the combined in-utero period for all these children spans 21 (12+9)
months. However, some of these months are stronger represented. For example more
children born in year t will have been in-utero in January of year t compared to De-
cember of year t or April of year t− 1. The default in-utero exposure is here calculated
as the weighted average of the monthly population weighted shaking measures. The
monthly weights are determined under the assumption that all births are uniformly dis-
tributed over the year and that all pregnancies last for 9 months. Figure 3.5 plots the
weights, which can be considered a representation of how many children born in year t
were in-utero in the respective month. The second approach divides the 21 months in 5
groups 10 and calculates E(i, t, κ) as the average population weighted monthly exposure
in group κ.
10These groups are: April - June of year t− 1, July - September of year t− 1, October of year t− 1
to June of year t, July - August of year t, and October - December of year t.
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Figure 3.6: Mortality and population weighted shaking. The coefficients βτ and 95% confi-
dence intervals for regression model (3.1). The Northridge earthquake of 1994 is strongly in-
fluencing the results. Number of observations from left to right: n=27931, n=24645, n=18073.
The last dependent variable that we consider is the number of marriage licenses
issued MLi,t in county i and month t. We include county γi, year θy, and calendar
month µm fixed effects, in addition to the monthly shaking exposure in the regression.
MLi,t = α + γi + θy + µm +
n∑
τ=0
βτSi,t−τ + εi,t (3.5)
As in equation (3.2) we here also adopt a model that replaces the average shaking
exposure by two other measures representing the number of events NQi,t and a dummy
for whether a big event occurred Bi,t.






φτBi,t−τ + εi,t (3.6)
For all regression models error terms εi,t are allowed to be spatially correlated for
up to 500km and serially correlated for up to 10 years (24 months for the marriage
license analysis) [42]. The centroid of the area shape (ZIP code or county) is used as the
location of that area. As alternative approach, we cluster the error terms on the ZIP
code level for the birth and mortality models and on the county level for the marriage
license regressions.
3.4 Results
This section presents the results of the most relevant analyses conducted. The results
from regression model (3.1) with mortality as the dependent variable are illustrated in
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Figure 3.6. The error terms are spatially correlated within a year for up to 500km,
and serially correlated within a ZIP code for up to 10 years. While the shaking of the
current year as well as for some years between 5 - 10 years ago seem to be significant,
also the 5-year lead is significant, which should not be the case. Future earthquakes
should not be able to affect the current mortality. The nature of earthquakes could
theoretically be an explanation for this. Events that actually have a larger impact
than the chosen shaking measure would suggest, might also be more prone to stronger
aftershocks. This could create such a significance of leads. However, we find that the
significance of leads is mainly due to the Northridge earthquake of 1994 appearing as
4-year and 5-year lead in 1990 and 1989. Restricting the regression to only years after
1990 resolves the issue of significant leads. Further restricting the sample to the years
after the Northridge earthquake results in much smaller confidence intervals for the lags
compared to the leads, but the shaking in the current year is not significant anymore.
We can therefore conclude that the Northridge earthquake had a significant impact on
mortality, but other earthquakes not necessarily so. However, for the original sample a
joint test on the lags shows that they are highly significant (F-statistic is 4.93), which
is not the case for the leads (F statistic is 1.90).
It is unclear why the leads of the Northridge earthquake are correlated with the
mortality in the years 1989 - 1993. A potential explanation is the in Chapter 1 men-
tioned increase in completeness of the ShakeMap data set with time. Foreshocks of the
Northridge earthquake in the years 1989 - 1993 might not be sufficiently represented
by ShakeMaps in the data set.
The analysis of particular groups of deaths does not result in any robust significant
results (see section 3.6).
Similar as Figure 3.6 for mortality, does Figure 3.7 summarize the regression model
(3.1) for number of births. The error terms are again spatially correlated within a year
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES V L/B V L/B V L/B L/B L/B L/B
In-utero exposure -0.056*** -0.162**
(0.021) (0.064)
In-utero exposure 0.019 0.029
4-6/(t-1) (0.017) (0.038)
In-utero exposure -0.047** -0.024
7-9/(t-1) (0.023) (0.073)
In-utero exposure -0.028* -0.111*
10/(t-1)-6/t (0.016) (0.043)
In-utero exposure -0.044** -0.011
7-9/t (0.020) (0.056)
In-utero exposure -0.010 -0.034
10-12/t (0.012) (0.025)
Share group of total births
No prenatal care 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.072** 0.072** 0.071**
(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029)
Mother’s age≥35 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.029*** 0.028*** 0.028***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)
Mother’s age<20 0.011*** 0.011*** 0.011*** 0.026*** 0.026*** 0.026***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)
Mother’s race: black 0.030*** 0.030*** 0.030*** 0.096*** 0.097*** 0.097***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
Constant 0.615*** 0.640*** 0.633*** 4.586*** 4.659*** 4.674***
(0.076) (0.077) (0.082) (0.181) (0.188) (0.198)
Zip FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 35,373 35,373 35,373 35,373 35,373 35,373
R-squared 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.017 0.017 0.017
Number of ZIP 1,656 1,656 1,656 1,656 1,656 1,656
Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered at ZIP code level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Table 3.1: Regression results for model (3.4) explaining low birth weight ratio L/B and very
low birth weight ratio V L/B.
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Figure 3.7: Births and population weighted shaking. The coefficients βτ and 95% confidence
intervals for regression model (3.1). Number of observations: n=28152.
for up to 500km, and serially correlated within a ZIP code for up to 10 years. We do not
find a significant impact of shaking on the number of live births. Table 3.1 provides the
regression results of model (3.4) for explaining low birth weight ratios L/B and very
low birth weight ratios V L/B. The coefficients for shaking are mostly not significant.
The significance of some of them is not robust. Surprisingly though, the coefficients
are mostly negative, suggesting a decrease in low birth weight outcomes when shaking
occurs.
The analysis confirms once more the in the literature already well documented fact
that black mothers are at higher risk for adverse birth outcomes [55;20;36]. It is also not
surprising that a higher rate of pregnancies with no prenatal care results in a higher rate
of low birth weight outcomes. Moreover, the data also confirms that teenage mothers
are at higher risk for low and very low birth weight outcomes, and older mothers (35
or older) are at higher risk for low birth weight outcomes, but not necessarily for very
low birth weight outcomes.
Finally, Figure 3.8 and 3.9 summarize results from regression models (3.5) and (3.6).
The error terms are in both cases spatially correlated within a month for up to 500km,
and serially correlated within a county for up to 24 months. The number of events
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Figure 3.8: Marriage licenses and population weighted shaking. The coefficients βτ and
95% confidence intervals for regression model (3.5). Number of observations: n=6148.
Figure 3.9: Marriage licenses regressed on number of events and dummy for big events.
The coefficients ψτ , φτ and 95% confidence intervals for regression model (3.6). Number of
observations: n=6148.
does not show any significance. On the other hand the 6-month lag of the big event
indicator is negative and significant suggesting a decreased number of marriage licenses
being issued six months after a big earthquake occurred. However, the pattern of lags
and leads for the big event shows a clear seasonality that is apparently not controlled
for by the calendar month fixed effects.
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3.5 Conclusion
We have applied the ShakeMap data set from Chapter 1 to investigate a potential rela-
tionship between shaking and several public health related outcomes in California. The
results from Chapter 2 have informed our here applied approach to evaluate shaking.
The analysis unfortunately suffers from several weaknesses in the data. Particularly
the use of annual (or monthly) aggregated cohort data instead of individual level data
introduces a great amount of noise. Furthermore, the applied population estimates are
also very crude and accurate population numbers would allow the use of actual mortal-
ity rates instead of totals in the regression models. Unfortunately, higher quality data
is not easily available. While we do find some evidence that earthquakes do increase
mortality, we do not find any robust significant results for any of the analyzed models
and outcomes. This can either mean that earthquake shaking does not have an impact
on the discussed variables in California, or that the impact is so small that the data
quality issues prevent them from showing up in the analysis.
Nevertheless, we do find a significant impact of the Northridge earthquake of 1994 on
mortality in 1994. Moreover, we are able to confirm previous findings of the literature
on risk factors for low birth weight outcomes. Namely, black mothers, teenage mothers,
and mothers aged 35 or older are at higher risk for a low birth outcome. Also no prenatal
care increases the risk for a low birth weight outcome.
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3.6 Supplementary figures
Figure 3.10: Cause of death and population weighted shaking. The coefficients βτ and 95%
confidence intervals for regression model (3.3). The error terms are spatially correlated within
a year for up to 500km, and serially correlated within a ZIP code for up to 10 years.
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Figure 3.11: Cause of death and population weighted shaking for subsample with
years≥1991. The coefficients βτ and 95% confidence intervals for regression model (3.3).
The error terms are spatially correlated within a year for up to 500km, and serially correlated
within a ZIP code for up to 10 years.
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Figure 3.12: Infant mortality and mortality of elderly people regressed on population
weighted shaking. The coefficients βτ and 95% confidence intervals for regression model
(3.3). The error terms are spatially correlated within a year for up to 500km, and serially
correlated within a ZIP code for up to 10 years.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES V L/B V L/B V L/B L/B L/B L/B
In-utero exposure -0.033** -0.082
(0.017) (0.056)
In-utero exposure 0.018 0.042
4-6/(t-1) (0.016) (0.034)
In-utero exposure -0.045** -0.021
7-9/(t-1) (0.019) (0.064)
In-utero exposure -0.013 -0.067*
10/(t-1)-6/t (0.013) (0.039)
In-utero exposure -0.050*** 0.002
7-9/t (0.016) (0.048)
In-utero exposure 0.001 -0.007
10-12/t (0.011) (0.021)
Share group of total births
No prenatal care 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.076*** 0.076*** 0.076***
(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029)
Mother’s age≥35 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.028*** 0.028*** 0.028***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)
Mother’s age<20 0.011*** 0.011*** 0.011*** 0.024*** 0.024*** 0.024***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)
Mother’s race: black 0.030*** 0.030*** 0.030*** 0.095*** 0.095*** 0.095***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
year 3.888*** 3.661*** 3.771*** 2.526 1.967 2.274
(0.823) (0.844) (0.859) (2.131) (2.220) (2.250)
year squared -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001 -0.000 -0.001
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Constant -3,900*** -3,672*** -3,784*** -2,577 -2,016 -2,324
(824) (844) (859) (2,132) (2,221) (2,251)
Zip FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 35,373 35,373 35,373 35,373 35,373 35,373
R-squared 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.016 0.016 0.016
Number of ZIP 1,656 1,656 1,656 1,656 1,656 1,656
Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered at ZIP code level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Table 3.2: Regression results for model (3.4) explaining low birth weight ratio L/B and very








Quick loss estimates after an earthquake, such as those provided by the USGS PAGER
system [45], are commonly used to assess the direct impacts of an event immediately
after its occurrence and help decision makers to channel resources for response. Never-
theless, they are always subject to a high degree of uncertainty and no comprehensive
methodology for estimating direct losses at a high accuracy is available. When looking
at the long-run indirect impacts this uncertainty is even higher and some studies even
suggest that natural disasters can have positive net outcomes by creative destruction
and building back better arguments [1]. Relatively few empirical studies analyze the
long-run impacts of earthquakes on GDP or other welfare-related economic variables.
Except for some local case studies [54;35], all empirical studies on the subject are not
earthquake specific, but consider a range of different natural disasters. The first em-
pirical study on the long-run impacts of natural disasters finds that climatic disasters
(particularly floods) are positively correlated with growth, whereas geologic disasters,
such as earthquakes, are negatively correlated with growth. [81] However, the study is
based on cross-country regression analyses, which suffer from endogeneity biases. Fur-
thermore, the applied “disaster measure” is merely the total number of events without
regard to the size of the natural hazard. Other studies find negative impacts (particu-
larly for developing countries) [28], [71] or no significant impacts [13].
The choice of the disaster measure is a general weakness in the relevant literature
dealing with long-run impacts of earthquakes. Earthquake magnitude is commonly
used to quantify the exogenous natural hazard, which as discussed in Chapter 2 is
not a good proxy for surface shaking and therefore a suboptimal measure. Also EM-
DAT [22] disaster impact data is often used to assign a size to each event (particularly
when natural disasters are studied without distinguishing between the different natural
hazard types). This is problematic not only because the data is self-reported and
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therefore not consistent across events, but even more so because it is endogenous impact
data instead of an exogenous physical measures. Yet others use dummies for whether an
earthquake occurred or not or the total number of events, thus completely ignoring the
size of an event. The importance of using a continuous disaster measure that reflects
the exogenous natural hazard exposure and not endogenous impact data has already
been stressed by the literature [43].
Hsiang and Jina [43] provide a detailed discussion of the literature on how natural
disasters affect economic growth. They employ a measure of cyclone intensities charac-
terized by peak wind speeds and conduct a regression analysis to estimate the long-run
impacts of cyclones on economic growth. Their results suggest significant sizable im-
pacts of cyclones on income even 20 years after the event occurred. This work here
applies a similar approach for evaluating the long-run impacts of earthquakes. The ob-
jective is to investigate whether earthquake disaster events have comparable impacts.
Different types of natural disasters might have systematic differences in what kind of
impacts they cause. The long-run impacts could therefore also differ for different types
of events. Cyclones for example come with a couple of days of warning. Combined
with good preparedness, a couple of days is actually a lot of time to allow for measures
that can minimize impacts, at least compared to the maximum warning of a couple
of minutes that is possible in the best case scenario before an earthquake. Such last
minute (or rather last day) measures will never be able to completely prevent impacts,
but they do have the potential to significantly change not just the size but also the na-
ture of impacts, thus resulting in potentially systematic long-run differences in growth
impacts. The literature on growth impacts of natural disasters often combines different
disaster types. But we do not yet understand well enough if different natural hazards
affect economies in systematically different ways. So far there has been no global study
on long-run impacts of earthquakes on economic growth (or other macro-level variables)
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that utilizes a quantification of surface shaking for the natural hazard of an earthquake.
Based on the results from Chapter 2, peak ground acceleration (PGA) is here used
to quantify ground shaking. We are constructing a panel dataset with annual country
level exposure linked with economic variables. We exploit the random within-country
variation of earthquake shaking over years to identify the causal effect of earthquakes
on economic growth.
4.2 Data
We are constructing a panel dataset of country-year observations of shaking and eco-
nomic variables. Since our shaking data is restricted to the years 1973 - 2015 and at
least eight lags - as well as three leads - of shaking will be included in the analysis
the dataset spans the 32 years from 1981 to 2012. The availability of economic data
restricts the number of countries included in the dataset. The final dataset includes
195 countries.
Earthquake shaking and spatial aggregation approach
The ShakeMap dataset constructed in Chapter 1 is here applied to calculate annual
country level shaking exposure variables for the years 1973 - 2015. As suggested in
Chapter 2, we are using the peak ground acceleration (PGA) maps for our analysis.
For each country we create annual shaking grids at a 1/120 of a degree resolution1 by
calculating the maximum PGA value in a grid cell over the respective year. Figure 4.1
provides an example of such a map.
Economic growth data is independent of country size and we therefore need an
exposure measure that is also independent of country size. Hsiang and Jina [43] use
1The same resolution as the GPW population data.
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Figure 4.1: Example of an annual country shaking map: United States shaking in 2011.
the spatial average to aggregate wind speeds to a country-level variable to be able to
link the geophysical measurements with the economic measurements. This has two
caveats. First, it requires the assumption that impacts increase in a linear manner
with the geophysical hazard. While this might be the case for cyclone wind speeds,
we can not necessarily assume the same for earthquake shaking (measured by PGA).
The results from Chapter 2 don’t refute that this might also be true for PGA, but they
also show that the ability to explain impacts for the spatial average decreases with
an increase in the area size considered. It is important to note that this is partially a
data quality issue, since individual ShakeMaps are usually (somewhat arbitrarily) cutoff
before shaking completely attenuates. But it could also suggest that small regions of
high intensity shaking are responsible for the bulk of damages and lower shaking values
are not that relevant. Nevertheless, other research [79] has found that injuries in the 1994
Californian Northridge earthquake increased in an approximately linear manner with
PGA. However, even if direct impacts are linearly affected by shaking, this does not
necessarily imply that a linear relationship applies for the long term impacts on GDP.
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Figure 4.2: Earthquake shaking climate. The average annual pixel exposure to maximum
PGA within a year based on the years 1973 - 2015.
If the entire country is exposed to a uniform very low shaking value this might have
very different impacts than if only a very small part of the country is exposed to very
strong shaking, but the two scenarios could have the same spatial average exposure.
The spatial average alone can not tell us if an event that we would consider a “disaster”
actually occurred. The approach of Hsiang and Jina [43] suggests that the occurrence
of a “disaster” is not necessarily relevant, but that a large spatial extent of low valued
hazard exposure adds up to similar impacts as a smaller spatial extent of a high valued
exposure.2 On the other hand, it might be true that a local high intensity event with
a clustering of direct impacts is necessary to be disruptive enough to the economy to
affect growth in a significant way.
The difference between the physics of cyclones and earthquakes might affect how
well of a proxy the spatial average is, for whether a (local) high intensity event (a
“disaster”) occurred. Cyclones are spatially larger phenomena than earthquakes and
2The use of the maximum wind speed over the course of a year is, however, argued with the
potential relevance of critical thresholds.
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Figure 4.3: High intensity exposure. The average annual number of events with shaking
above the threshold of 10%g PGA based on the years 1973 - 2015.
cyclone exposure is concentrated in coastal regions in the tropics and mid latitudes [43].
For any specific year, the regions within a country that experience positive cyclone wind
speeds tend to be connected due to physics behind how and where cyclones form and
travel. Earthquakes on the other hand occur primarily along plate boundaries, which
also tend to be along coastlines, but the “earthquake climate” is less concentrated than
the “cyclone climate”. Hsiang and Jina [43] term the average annual pixel exposure
to cyclone wind speeds as the cyclone climate. In a similar way we can define the
earthquake shaking climate, which is illustrated in Figure 4.23. Figure 4.3 additionally
provides an overview of the regions that have experienced shaking above 10%g PGA.
It is probably more common for earthquake shaking exposure maps of a country to
exhibit relatively large (often disconnected) areas of low valued exposure than it is for
cyclone wind speed exposure maps. Relatively large spatial exposure of a country to
positive cyclone wind speeds likely correlates well with the maximum exposure (grid
cell with the highest value in that year). This correlation might not be so strong for
3For a map of the maximum exposure experienced see Figure 4.15 in Section 4.6.
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earthquakes. Whether the impacts of the natural hazard are linear or whether local
high intensities are the drivers of impacts, might not matter much for applying spatial
averages in the case of cyclones since the spatial average is probably a good proxy for
whether a (local) “disaster” occurred. For earthquakes on the other hand, the spatial
average might not be appropriate if high intensities are the main source of long-term
impacts.
The second issue with the use of the spatial average is that it introduces mea-
surement error due to the differences in land use in different countries and the spatial
differences across events and countries. Individual natural disasters (no matter if earth-
quake or cyclone) can differ a lot in how much they overlap with densely populated
or capital intense areas. Individual countries also vary a lot in how much of their ter-
ritory is made up by unpopulated, rural, or urban regions. For example Hong Kong
has essentially no unpopulated regions and a large share of the entire territory is ur-
ban while Russia has large unpopulated regions and only a relatively small part of the
country is urban. For any given non-zero exposure calculated by the spatial average,
it is relatively save to assume that an event actually hit populated regions in the case
of Hong Kong, but a large uncertainty exists about whether this is the case for Russia.
From a data perspective, the variance of the shaking will be negatively correlated with
the size of the country. This is not necessarily a major concern, but it does introduce
noise into the data. If the impacts don’t increase in a linear manner with the natural
hazard as discussed above, this will also have an additional impact on the difference
between small and large countries, since the spatial mean of shaking is a better proxy
for whether a “disaster” occurred for a small country than it is for a large country.
Here, we will extend on the spatial average approach by not just calculating spatial
averages over the entire country but also with respect to different spatial definitions.
Hsiang and Jina [43] omit Alaska from the calculation of the spatial average for the
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Figure 4.4: Comparing average shaking with the average in the strongest 1% region. The
average shaking in the entire (populated) country is restricted by an upper (it can not be
larger than the average in the strongest 1%) and a lower (1% of the average shaking in the
strongest 1%) boundary, depicted by the red lines.
United States. We will define unpopulated regions for each country and omit those4
from the calculation of the spatial average in the populated part of the country. More-
over, the populated part of a country can be separated into urban and rural and we
calculate separate average exposure variables for those regions too. To be better able
to distinguish whether a “disaster” event occurred, the spatial mean is also calculated
within the strongest 1% area of the different regions of interest. Figure 4.4 compares the
averages over the entire (populated) country with the average restricted to the strongest
1% region. The two variables do not show a strong linear relationship, suggesting that
the overall spatial average is not a good proxy for whether a localized high intensity
event occurred. If impacts are not linear, a measure that summarizes the occurrence
of strong shaking would be better suited than the average over all shaking values. We
will therefore also create maps that summarize the number of events that exceeded a
PGA of 10%g on a grid cell level. Similar spatial averages as for the shaking maps are
calculated. The averages over these maps can be considered an estimate for the spatial
extent of strong shaking in the given year and country. Finally, we are also calculating
4This includes most but not all of Alaska for the US.
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population weighted exposure.
Country level economic data
The main objective of this work is to identify the impact of earthquake shaking on
economic growth. The most commonly used variable to represent economic produc-
tivity is the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). We are using the World Bank indicator
NY GDP PCAP KD for “GDP per capita (constant 2010 US$)”5 as the main outcome
variable of interest. We also obtain the World Bank indicators for growth of the dif-
ferent sectors as well as the GINI coefficient6. GDP per capita is a commonly used
measure, often applied to represent welfare of a country. However, it is not a sufficient
measure for welfare [26] and even as a mere productivity measure it has many flaws [27].
Nevertheless, it is one of the best maintained economic variables available. To not
exclusively consider GDP growth, we will also investigate the impacts on the growth
of the individual sectors as well as analyze the impact on the GINI coefficient as a
measure of inequality.
Population and area definitions
The GPW gridded population data [19;18] (see Chapter 1 for a description of the data)
is used to generate annual population maps for each country at a resolution of 1/120
of a degree. Population numbers are estimated for the years without GPW data by
assuming an exponential growth model similar to the approach applied in Chapter 1.
The GPW national identifier grid [17] is used to define the country shapes for the 241
5All World Bank data was downloaded using the wbopendata tool for Stata.
https://datahelpdesk.worldbank.org/knowledgebase/articles/889464 (accessed on 4/10/17)
6Those indicators are: NV AGR TOTL KD ZG “Agriculture, value added (annual % growth)”;
NV SRV TETC KD ZG “Services, etc., value added (annual % growth)”; NV IND TOTL KD ZG
“Industry, value added (annual % growth)”; and SI POV GINI “GINI index (World Bank estimate)”.
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countries represented in the data. Moreover, The GPW land area grid [16] is used to
assign an area in km2 to each grid cell.
For our analysis, we need to identify rural, urban and unpopulated areas. For sim-
plicity and to avoid potential issues with inconsistent area definitions, we will define
these areas based on the population data from 2010 and use the same areas across years.
This provides us with the benefit of time-invariant spatial definitions for these classifi-
cations.7 The GPW data is based on the smallest available unit of an administrative
or census region for which population data is available. The spatial size of these units
varies significantly across countries and affects data quality. The data therefore does
not always show zero population for unpopulated areas. We define one person per km2
as the population density threshold for distinguishing whether a grid cell is considered
populated or unpopulated. To distinguish between rural and urban we choose country-
specific population density thresholds. No global standard definition of “urban” and
“rural” exists and it has been argued that rurality (or urbanity) should be considered
a gradient and not a dichotomy. [23] Nevertheless, for the application here a discrete
distinction is necessary to calculate a rural and an urban exposure to shaking. Offi-
cial country statistics usually provide a national definition for distinguishing between
rural and urban regions. These definitions are seldom exclusively based on population
density, but commonly include absolute population thresholds for settlements, infras-
tructure network connectivity, and economic activity. If population density thresholds
are used as a criterion they take on a wide range of different values (between 150 to 1,500
people per km2) in different countries8. The choice of an appropriate threshold depends
on national characteristics. For the application in this work we calculate the average
7While population numbers did change over time and certain grid cells should probably be con-
sidered to have switched their classifications over the years, the range of years that will be included in
the regression analysis is not extensive enough that this measurement error problem would outweigh
the benefit of a time-invariant definition.
8http://blogs.worldbank.org/sustainablecities/what-does-urban-mean (accessed 4/10/17)
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Figure 4.5: Country-specific thresholds of population density (people per km2) to distinguish
between rural and urban.
population density in the populated region of each country and define a country-specific
threshold by adding one third of the standard deviation of the population density grid
cells in the populated area.
Since the GPW population grid is derived by area-weighting admin-unit population
counts, high population density numbers are more common in countries with highly
disaggregated population data (small admin-units). To prevent this from strongly af-
fecting the calculation of the standard deviations, we combine all grid cells in a country
that have a population density above 1500 people per km2 into one observation with
population density d ≥ 1500 and area a and then split this observation up into n obser-




is equal to the average grid
cell size in the country. This is only done for the calculation of the standard deviation
of population density within a country. The threshold 1500 is chosen, since it is the
largest commonly used population density threshold in the literature to classify urban
population.
The actual country-specific urban threshold is then defined as the minimum popu-
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Figure 4.6: Example of urban/rural/unpopulated classification for the US based on the year
2010 with a population density threshold of 206 people per km2. Zero population also belongs
to the category unpopulated in our empirical analysis.
lation density which is greater or equal to the calculated threshold (mean + std/3) and
there is at least one grid cell with that density in the country. Figure 4.5 summarizes
the urban thresholds for all countries and Figure 4.6 provides the map of the US as
an example of the different classifications for a country. For a similar map of the en-
tire world classified into unpopulated, urban, and rural see Figure 4.16 in Section 4.6.
When considering Figure 4.16 it is important to keep in mind that the definitions of
urban and rural are country specific.
4.3 Empirical approach
We will exploit the random within-country variation of earthquake shaking over years
to identify the causal effect of earthquakes on economic productivity. The empirical
approach is very similar to Hsiang and Jina [43]. We apply an impulse-response function
of growth (calculated as the first differences of log GDP per capita Yi,t = ln(GPDi,t)−
ln(GPDi,t−1)) to earthquake shaking exposure S for up to k lags, while accounting for
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country as well as year specific differences by including country and year fixed effects
(γi and δt).
Yi,t = α + γi + δt +
k∑
τ=0
βτSi,t−τ + εi,t (4.1)
Unlike Hsiang and Jina [43] we do not include a country specific-time trend, since
the smaller sample size (the cyclone data covers 59 years compared to 43 years for
the earthquake data) would result in an overfitting of the model. The error terms
are allowed to be serially correlated within a country for up to 10 years and spatially
correlated across countries within the same year for up to 1000km [42]. The coefficients






For the results we will focus on these cumulative impacts on GDP Ωj. We are using
a lag length k of eight years in the standard specification which is much shorter than
the 20 years considered by Hsiang and Jina [43]. However, the shorter time period of
the earthquake panel data does not allow for a similar number of lags. We are also
including leads of shaking for up to three years.
To distinguish between the impacts on different groups of countries we will interact
the shaking exposure with a dummy variable for the different groups.
Yi,t = α + γi + δt +
k∑
τ=0
βτ,c(i)Si,t−τ ×Dc(i) + εi,t (4.3)
This approach will allow for a different response to shaking exposure for different
groups c(i) of countries. We will distinguish countries by income category9, whether
the populated area of the country is larger than 12,000km2, whether they experience
earthquakes on a regular basis, and if more than 10% of the populated area is urban
9See Chapter 1 for a description of the income category groups.
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or not. An overview of the number of countries in each group is provided in Table 4.1
in Section 4.6.
4.4 Results
The main result is shown in Figure 4.7. It plots the cumulative impacts Ω1 through Ω8 of
earthquake shaking exposure on GDP per capita in terms of percentage deviation from
the pre-disaster baseline trend. We compare shaking exposure represented (by row) by
(i) the spatial average of the number of events that exceeded the threshold of 10%g
PGA, (ii) the spatial average PGA, and (iii) a dummy for whether a large exposure
occurred10. These three exposure variables are calculated separately (columns) on the
entire populated region of a country and on only the strongest 1% of that region.
We see that for all different exposure definitions GDP experiences a significant drop
compared to its baseline trend in the years after an earthquake exposure. After about
5 years the drop seems to stabilize but not return to the baseline trend (at least not
by year 8). The leads show significant effects (which should not be the case) when the
spatial averages are calculated over the entire populated country. Restricting to the
strongest 1% region resolves this issue and also results in smaller confidence intervals.
This is particularly the case for the measure based on the number of events that exceed
10%g PGA. This suggests that localized strong events might be driving the impacts,
compared to widespread lower level exposure. The significance of the leads could also
be related to not including country-specific growth time trends in the regressions as
Hsiang and Jina [43] do. Without that time trend they also observe significant leads in
their analysis. Unfortunately the sample size in the data set here does not allow to
include country-specific time-trends.
10An exposure is defined to be large if the spatial average PGA is greater or equal to 80% of the
country specific maximum and it is larger than 0.1 (1 for the case of restricting shaking to the strongest
1% region).
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Figure 4.7: The cumulative impact of earthquake shaking exposure on GDP per capita for
different exposure definitions. Zero represents the previous baseline trend. Only shaking in
the populated part of every country is considered. The right column additionally restricts to
the strongest 1% of that part of the country.
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Figure 4.8: The impulse response to exposure in mostly urban countries compared to mostly
rural countries. A country is defined as mostly urban if 10% or more of the populated regions
are urban.
The results from the exposure being calculated as the average number of events in
the strongest 1% region imply a reduction of GDP by 1.9% 8 years later for the average
exposure (if a positive exposure occurs) and by 4% for a 90th percentile exposure. The
results for the exposure being defined as the spatial average of shaking imply reductions
of GDP 8 years later by 1.7% and 3.9% for an average exposure and a 90th percentile
exposure respectively. Varying the number of leads and lags does not affect the results
in a significant way.
The shaking in unpopulated regions of countries should not matter much in deter-
mining impacts, we therefore use shaking exposure variables based on only the pop-
ulated part of each country as the default. The results based on the entire country,
only the urban part of each country, and population weighted measures are reported in
Figures 4.23 - 4.25 in Section 4.6.
For examples of the time-series of GDP per capita growth and the different shaking
exposure variables of individual countries see Figures 4.27 - 4.29 in section 4.6. For the
remainder of this section we will focus on the average number of events with PGA≥10%g
in the strongest 1% of the populated part of each country.
The results from the model described by equation 4.3 are shown in Figures 4.8 -
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Figure 4.9: The impulse response to exposure in “large” compared to “small” countries. A
country is here defines as small if its populated area is smaller than 12,000km2.
Figure 4.10: The impulse response to exposure in regularly exposed countries compared to
not regularly exposed countries. Regular exposure is defined as having at least every second
year some earthquake shaking within the populated region of the country.
Figure 4.11: The impulse response to exposure for countries with different income levels.
regularly exposed countries compared to not regularly exposed countries. Regular exposure
is defined as having on average at least every second year some earthquake shaking within
the populated region of the country.
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Figure 4.12: The impact of earthquake shaking exposure on the three different economic
sectors.
4.11. They illustrate the different impulse response functions of particular groups of
countries. We find that rural countries experience stronger impacts than urban coun-
tries. Separating the smallest countries (smaller than 12,000km2) from the rest shows
that the small countries are not driving the overall results. However, the continued
drop in GDP per capita compared to the baseline trend after about 5 years does seem
to stem from the small countries which on their own do not show a significant cumula-
tive impact of exposure. Countries that are regularly exposed to shaking and therefore
should have more experience with earthquakes exhibit for the first four years after the
exposure a slower decline of GDP per capita with respect to its baseline trend. After
that until year eight these countries keep experiencing a decline while countries that
are not regularly exposed seem to potentially recover. However, the sample of countries
that are not regularly exposed to shaking only includes 344 (of 6,278) observations with
non-zero exposure. Separating the countries by income-level reveals that the long-term
impacts are mostly experienced by low and middle income countries. while high-income
countries show almost no significant impact or even a slight increase starting about 6
years after an exposure.
Figure 4.12 compares the different impacts on the three different economic sectors:
services, industry, and agriculture. We can see that primarily the services sector is
affected. Using the GINI coefficient instead of GDP per capita does not result in
significant impacts of earthquake exposure as Figure 4.13 shows.
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Figure 4.13: The impact of earthquake shaking exposure on the GINI coefficient.
Figure 4.14: The results for a “naive” magnitude approach, where each countries annual
earthquake exposure is defined as the maximum magnitude of an earthquake with its epicenter
within the country.
Finally, to show the value of the approach applied in this work, Figure 4.14 provides
the results for a “naive” magnitude approach. In this case, the common use of mag-
nitude to measure the size of earthquake exposure is evaluated by applying a similar
model as before, but using the maximum magnitude of the earthquakes with epicenter
within the country in a given year as the annual earthquake exposure. This approach
ignores where and what kind of shaking occurs. We can see that this results in no




This work is the first global empirical study on the long-run impacts of earthquakes on
GDP per capita growth that utilizes a measure based on ground shaking. We find that
earthquakes do have a significant negative overall impact on GDP per capita even 8
years after an exposure. In particular, we find that an average exposure (among non-
zero exposures) results in a GDP per capita of almost 2% below the baseline trend and
a 90th percentile exposure results in a reduction by about 4%. Unlike the findings of
Hsiang and Jina [43] our results suggest that the impacts are primarily incurred by low
and middle-income category countries and that high income countries are potentially
even able to experience positive ”building back better” effects.
A comparison with a “naive” approach, that only uses magnitude and epicenter to
quantify the earthquake exposure, shows that using actual shaking data is crucial to
identify the impacts of earthquake exposure.
The results show that the spatial aggregation approach to summarize the natural
hazard is highly relevant. Comparing the different approaches to aggregate the annual
country-level shaking maps, suggests that impacts are primarily driven by (local) high
intensity events and not by spatially large exposure to lower intensity shaking. We
can conclude that the geophysical differences between earthquakes and cyclones might
require a systematically different approach to aggregate the spatial exposure maps to
the unit of observation (country).
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4.6 Supplementary figures and tables
Figure 4.15: Maximum earthquake shaking (PGA) experienced in the time period 1973 -
2015.
Figure 4.16: Country specific classification into urban, rural and unpopulated.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of size of entire country, populated region, and urban region.
Figure 4.18: Mean and standard deviation of exposure compared to country size.
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Figure 4.19: Exposure summarized by country. The countries are sorted by the mean, and
the median is marked in red.
Figure 4.20: Exposure summarized by country (strongest third by mean exposure). The
countries are sorted by the mean, and the median is marked in red.
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Figure 4.21: Exposure summarized by country (middle third by mean exposure). The
countries are sorted by the mean, and the median is marked in red.
Figure 4.22: Exposure summarized by country (weakest third by mean exposure). The
countries are sorted by the mean, and the median is marked in red.
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Income: Low Middle High
Regular exposure: No Yes No Yes No Yes Total
Small & rural 4 1 1 0 4 0 10
Small & urban 4 1 10 1 16 0 32
Large & rural 31 11 21 17 24 6 110
Large & urban 19 9 4 1 8 2 43
Total 58 22 36 19 52 8 195
Table 4.1: Number of countries by category. Low and lower middle income countries are
combined under the category “Low”, “Middle” represents upper-middle income countries, and
high income countries are under “High”. Countries with a populated region above 12,000km2
are defined as “Large” and below as “Small”. A country is categorized as mostly “rural”, if
less than 10% of the populated region of the country is classified as urban, otherwise it is
defined as mostly “urban”. Regular exposure is defined as having at least every second year
some earthquake shaking within the populated region of the country.
Figure 4.23: Results based on exposure measures calculated with respect to the entire
country.
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Figure 4.24: Results based on exposure measures calculated with respect to only the urban
regions of each country.
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Figure 4.25: Results based on exposure measures calculated by population weighting.
Figure 4.26: Response difference to urban and rural exposure within a country. To create
the first to graphs in this figure a model including two separate exposure variables for the
urban and rural exposure are included. The difference in the results suggest that shaking
in rural regions is the driver of long-term impacts and shaking in urban regions might even
trigger a building back better or creative destruction effect. However, the two variables are
highly correlated and their net effect is predominantly negative as the histogram in this
Figure shows. The coefficient for the urban exposure therefore represents the response for
observations that have relatively stronger urban shaking than rural shaking, diminishing the
relevance of the size of shaking.
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Figure 4.27: Examples (part 1) of country time series for growth of GDP per capita (blue)
and exposure (red) . The residual growth after controlling for global year fixed effects is
shown. Shaking is restricted to the populated regions of each country. For each country four
different approaches to aggregate the annual shaking map are displayed: the spatial average
of PGA, the spatial average of the number of events with PGA≥10%g, as well as these two
approaches applied on only the strongest 1% of the populated regions of the country.
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Figure 4.28: Examples (part 2) of country time series for growth of GDP per capita (blue)
and exposure (red) . The residual growth after controlling for global year fixed effects is
shown. Shaking is restricted to the populated regions of each country. For each country four
different approaches to aggregate the annual shaking map are displayed: the spatial average
of PGA, the spatial average of the number of events with PGA≥10%g, as well as these two
approaches applied on only the strongest 1% of the populated regions of the country.
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Figure 4.29: Examples (part 3) of country time series for growth of GDP per capita (blue)
and exposure (red) . The residual growth after controlling for global year fixed effects is
shown. Shaking is restricted to the populated regions of each country. For each country four
different approaches to aggregate the annual shaking map are displayed: the spatial average
of PGA, the spatial average of the number of events with PGA≥10%g, as well as these two
approaches applied on only the strongest 1% of the populated regions of the country.
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